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Problem solved:  V1 has
an algorithm that recognizes 
these mobile false alarms and 
excludes them, yet never blocks 
a real threat.  We’ve named it 
Junk-K Fighter.  And it’s now 
built into all new V1s. 

Detectors that don’t detect: 
It’s easy to make a detector without 
false alarms.  Just give up on long-
range warnings.  Our competitors 
play that game, we don’t.  

First obligation of V1:  
V1 will never miss a threat.  
Quiet is nice, but missing 
an ambush is fatal.  That’s 
why we don’t use GPS.  GPS 
knows only location, and if 
the frequency range of a new 
threat is the same as that of a 
blocked alarm, sorry, but GPS 
programming demands silence 
at that location, even if it’s a 
trap.  V1 will never fail you 
that way. 

The good news:  New cars have a safety feature, the blind-spot 
warning system.  Many models use K-band radar to “see” nearby cars.

The bad news:  Onboard radar turns each of these “seeing” 
cars into mobile K-band false alarms.  A blind-spot system may tag 
along with you for miles.  
You’re stuck, not knowing 
which car to maneuver 
away from.  GPS is no 
solution.  It doesn’t work 
on mobile falses.

Satisfaction guaranteed:  Try it for 30 days. 
If it doesn’t satisfy for any reason, send it back for 
a full refund.

V1 wins war against false alarms:  New
computer code weeds out phony K-band alerts.

Do you hate your detector?
 It was your best friend, now it never shuts up.

Why you will love V1
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I T ’ S  B A D  E N O U G H  the world continues its forced march 

toward treating vehicles as rolling appliances with the 

steering wheel ripped out of our hands, even worse when 

all we’re told about the younger generation is that it’s only 

obsessed with machines that fit in a back pocket.

So it is refreshing to sit across from 21-year-old Evan 

Sloan as he enthusiastically tells us over dinner about finally 

getting to drive his dad’s prized Shelby GT500—then nearly 

smashing it up more than once. 

The Boston-area native, who grew up watching Formula 1 

races with his dad from the time he was a young boy, became 

such a fan that he oriented his studies with an eye toward 

a career in the sport. And then, almost without realizing it, 

he made a decision that would shape his life 

and take him from an automotive enthusiast 

dreaming about his future to living it. 

He applied for a position with the Infiniti 

Engineering Academy. 

Sloan had gone to California to study 

mechanical engineering at the California 

Institute of Technology in Pasadena. During 

his time there he became the president and 

vehicle dynamics lead for the Caltech Racing 

team, which built and raced a small, electric-

powered, open-wheel car as part of a Formula 

SAE student competition. (Now that’s the kind 

of extracurricular activity we can get behind.)

While working on the project, Sloan and 

the rest of the team received an email about 

the academy. He sent off his application and 

didn’t think much of it until a month or so 

later when he was contacted. Then things started to get real.

The Infiniti Engineering Academy puts the real into 

real-world engineering experience. This isn’t some cushy, 

soft-shoe internship where you fetch some coffee, learn a 

few concepts, and maybe get a project bone thrown your 

way. There is some serious, big-time stuff, not a bunch of 

resume-puffing fluff.
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Now in its fourth year, interest in the academy has 

exploded from a modest 1,000 applications to more than 

12,000 in its last go around, and Infiniti expects even 

more next year. Seven students are chosen representing 

seven different regions of the world. Sloan was this year’s 

American representative. 

“It generates more diversity for the organization, which 

for us is important,” says Tommaso Volpe, global director of 

Infiniti Motorsport and spokesman for the academy, during 

an interview at this year’s U.S. Formula 1 Grand Prix in 

Austin where I also met Sloan. 

Once the field is whittled down to 10 applicants in each 

region, they’re invited to an intensive finals competition 

where they’re poked, prodded, and tested until a winner is 

chosen. The academy looks for that first-round draft pick, 

a team player who can start blocking and tackling on the 

engineering gridiron right away.

This year’s American finals were held in Seattle at 

Microsoft’s headquarters; the tech giant is one of the 

Renault Sport F1 team’s partners. Finalists were broken up 

into two groups of five and tasked with challenges, sort of 

like “Survivor” but without being marooned on a mosquito-

infested island. 

Among the team exercises were developing an app 

in less than two hours to analyze data from the F1 team 

and the “dragster challenge,” which involved building 

and testing an R/C-style electric car. It’s about solving 

complex engineering problems in a team environment 

while attempting to personally stand out. But this isn’t just 

about having the biggest brain in the room. Winners need 

to be able to hold their own in social situations and display 

leadership abilities as well.

Once the lucky seven get rolling, they 

spend a year in the U.K., with six months 

working at the Renault F1 technical center 

and six more at Infiniti’s European technical 

center where they gain experience working 

on the road-car side of the business. Each one 

of them is assigned to tasks that best align 

with their area of expertise. Several of them 

have already found permanent jobs within 

the Renault/Nissan/Infiniti universe.

With his boyish good looks and aw-shucks 

interview style, Sloan is an all-American 

college kid straight out of central casting. 

“When they announced the winner,” he said, 

“I couldn’t believe it. I was stunned.”

But his modesty belies Sloan’s already 

extensive experience in and out of the 

classroom. During an internship at Tesla, 

he was part of a team that made sure a vehicle’s computer 

modeling matched up with the actual manufacturing setup.

It’s heartening to hear stories like Sloan’s, to know 

there are more young people than we think who love cars 

and motorsports and who have a passion to better the 

automotive world. And kudos to Infiniti for providing an 

outlet to help a select few engineer their futures. AM



Crosstrek. Well-equipped at $21,795.†

The all-new 2018 Subaru Crosstrek® takes the ups, the downs, the icy stretches, 

and the snow-banked curves in stride. Standard Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive 

+ 33 mpg* supply the confidence. 8.7 inches of ground clearance and available 

X-MODE® take the winter fun even further. Love is out there. Find it in a Crosstrek.

Subaru, Crosstrek, and X-MODE are registered trademarks. *EPA-estimated highway fuel economy for 2018 Subaru Crosstrek CVT models. Actual mileage may vary. †MSRP excludes destination 
and delivery charges, tax, title, and registration fees. Retailer sets actual price. Certain equipment may be required in specific states, which can modify your MSRP. See your retailer for details. 2018 
Subaru Crosstrek 2.0i Limited shown has an MSRP of $28,390. Vehicle shown with accessory equipment.

Make mountains
into playgrounds.
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M A R C O  A N D R E T T I

THE MAN  
 WHO TRAINS  
F1 STARS

J U A N  P A B L O  M O N T O Y A

K I M I  R Ä I K K Ö N E N

WHEN THE WORLD’S TOP DRIVERS 
NEED COACHING, THEY TURN TO 
ROB WILSON. 

V A L T T E R I  B O T T A Sin this  >

P E T T E R  S O L B E R G

YES, REALLY.
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E T H O S

R O B  W I L S O N  L O O K S  at the stopwatch on his trusty Nokia 

6210 cellphone. “I think a 1:50.4 deserves a cigarette,” he 

says as he delivers a warm and congratulatory pat to my 

shoulder. “It’s been a great morning.” I drop him off beside 

a decommissioned Boeing 747 tinged a bluey green by 

unidentified vegetation and then drive gently to the end 

of the runway to cool the brakes before looping around 

to collect him. “Right,” he says as he drops back into the 

passenger seat of our humble 198-horsepower Vauxhall 

Astra hatchback. “Let’s get lunch. Then I’ll set another 

target lap, and we’ll go again.”

And that’s how it goes. Wilson consumes maybe another 

10 Marlboro Reds over the course of the afternoon as he 

chips away at my driving technique and I chip away at my 

lap time. This place—the Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground 

in rural Leicestershire, England—is his second home, 

and it’s here that the great and the good of Formula 1, 

IndyCar, DTM, the FIA World Endurance Championship, 

World Rally Championship, and countless other 

professional racing series come to hone their craft 

under his tutelage. Yes, in a Vauxhall Astra. 

Kimi Räikkönen. Juan Pablo Montoya. Valtteri 

Bottas. Marco Andretti. Petter Solberg. Whatever 

name pops into your head, chances are the pro 

driver has been to this former USAF base and been 

coached by Rob Wilson in a humble family car. 

Sometimes they’re a tenth quicker than he is but 

not often. He doesn’t advertise. There’s no website 

full of inspiring nonsense to build his business. 

If you want to employ Wilson, you need to know 

someone with his number. Fortunately, everybody 

in high-level motorsports has his number. “I used 

to travel to go to them,” he says. “But then they 

banned smoking on planes.” 

So how exactly do you become the driving Yoda 

to the stars? The guy that every F1 team goes to 

when they want to polish a young talent or to 

just help an experienced racer through a sticky 

patch? It started for Wilson, as you’d expect, with 

a racing career. He left his native New Zealand as 

quickly as he could and competed in the U.K. in 

Formula Ford and then Formula 3. He was quick, 

too, and was lined up for an F1 drive in 1981 at 

Spa with Tyrrell until Michele Alboreto turned up 

a few days before with a big check, which ousted 

him from the seat. Money talks, and the F1 dream 

was over. Wilson then raced for many years in 

the U.S. in sports cars, NASCAR, Indy Lights, and 

anything he could get his hands on. 

His eureka moment came as he stood beside 

Stowe corner at Silverstone in the late ’80s—

his broken Bowman F3 car next to him—with 

nothing much to do. So he started watching and 

then timing as Rickard Rydell and Gary Brabham 

pounded around. Brabham was incredibly early 

on the throttle and looked and sounded fast, but 

Rydell was quicker. Wilson worked out why and 

gave his solution to Brabham. Sure enough, those 

times improved. Suddenly Wilson was a driver 

coach, and in those early days he used Goodwood 

Coach and veteran 
pro driver Rob 
Wilson has helped 
the top names in 
racing improve  
their times. At 
an airfield in 
Leicestershire, 
England, he teaches 
his unconventional 
methods in 
lightweight Vauxhall 
Astra hatchbacks— 
and goes through 
many sets of tires.
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“TRADITIONALLY YOU FIND THE LIMIT OF    
  ADHESION AND FEEL LIKE YOU’RE GOING   
  FAST ON THAT GEOMETRICALLY PERFECT LINE.  
  BUT YOU KNOW WHAT? YOU’RE NOT GOING   
  FORWARD THAT MUCH.”

out of his depth in the last couple races. “He’s been here a 

lot,” Wilson says. “Couldn’t be nicer. I didn’t expect that.”

More stories later. First, why he uses the Astra 

hatchback. “It’s perfect. Truly,” he insists. “Tough and with 

a good chassis but also quiet and comfortable so we can 

communicate easily. And when you make a mistake in this 

car, you feel it for a long time. We can be talking about what 

went wrong while you’re still paying the price.” Wilson 

has three Astras supplied by Vauxhall, General Motors’ 

former bread and butter marque in the U.K. (now owned 

by French auto giant Groupe PSA). He gets through a set 

of tires a day and a set of brakes per week, and he keeps 

each car for about 5,000 miles. My car for the day has a 

Michelin front left tire, a Bridgestone rear left, something 

called a Sunny SN3970 front right, and an Avon rear right. 

“The circuit mostly goes right, anyway,” he grins.    

So that’s the equipment. What about the technique? 

“Everything is the most important thing in the world,” 

Wilson says with a smile over a mug of tea in the cafe 

adjacent to the airfield before we get started. “The first 

most important thing in the world is the rate you move 

your body. It creates the initial weight transfer. So when 

we are coming up to a corner, I’ll say, ‘Turn left.’ We want 

to turn left, but we don’t mean a turn of a certain size. We 

as his base. He carried on racing well into the 

2000s, but his real gift was apparent: He made the 

best even better.  

Bruntingthorpe looks as pretty as an old airfield 

can today under sunshine and threatened by 

dramatic, brooding storm clouds, but it’s still a 

million miles from the shiny, volatile, carbon-fiber 

and cash-soaked world of top-level racing. Wilson, 

you might imagine, is similarly detached from 

the F1 or IndyCar circuses. He’s a New Zealander, 

65 years old, powerfully built with a fearsome 

appetite for nicotine. If you met him at a bar and 

asked him what he did, you’d scarcely believe a 

word. His stories, which he doesn’t give up lightly 

or embellish, are almost unbelievable. Today he’s 

coaching me. Last week? F1 rookie Lance Stroll, 

who’d been struggling for form but didn’t look so 



AN ACHIEVEMENT IN WATCH 

MAKING VIRTUOSITY!

A Remarkable Achievement: in the his-
tory of horology; the tourbillon, is regarded as 
a stand out triumph in watchmaking virtuosity. 
Passionate watch collectors are never satisfied 
with their collection until it contains a timepiece 
which utilizes a tourbillon. 

Here at Daniel Steiger: we have been 
developing and reinventing the watch industry 
for over 20 years, providing watch collectors 
the chance to own luxury, style and quality for 
reasonable prices. For those who appreciate fine 
watch making and innovation …without having 
to pay out hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

The Challenge: develop a tribute to the 
classic tourbillon watch; one affordable to 
everyone. A tourbillon style timepiece, providing 
the classic look without the enormous expense, 
which with some modern tourbillon’s can run 
into a six figure sum! 

The Result: A truly beautiful automatic 
‘tourbillon style’ watch with a movement that 
provides effortless functionality.  An attractive 
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You won’t burn. If the stove is half as hot but you 

put your hand on for a few seconds, guess what 

happens.”

It sounds simple. Then Wilson demonstrates 

personally on his unique circuit, drawn out by 

the airfield’s natural turns and a few cones to 

add a crucial chicane and a slow switchback. 

“Monaco’s Lowes hairpin,” he calls it. The running 

commentary is enlightening. Probably. I just can’t 

get over the speed and efficiency. He’s smooth with 

the car at times then sometimes more assertive, 

and his lines don’t trace the long arcs of a classicist. 

Watching the dramatic “corner shortening” is 

really remarkable. The car doesn’t gracefully blend 

out of the turns to the circuit’s edge on the limit of 

adhesion. Rather, he literally steers it out there in 

a straight line, and you feel the rate of acceleration 

climb the instant he’s removed the exaggerated 

midcorner steering input. It’s bordering on 

phenomenal, and my nerves skyrocket. This guy 

has coached Nigel Mansell. Now I have to show 

him my silky skills? Punch me now.

Fortunately the teacher is patient and remains 

calm even if I barrel into a turn way too fast, 

the tires scrub wide, and my exit is a mess of 

wheelspin. Most importantly, you feel he wants 

you to be better and gets great satisfaction when 

you get things right. To be honest the first few 

laps are ugly, probably worse than if I drove my 

own “natural” way. But slowly it starts to click—

the lovely feeling of the car responding accurately 

just mean a turn of the tiniest, tiniest amount. You 

can’t even see it.” This is the foundation of Wilson’s 

obsession with maximizing a car’s potential by 

managing weight transfer: Introduce a subtle, 

almost imperceptible amount of lock and then 

manipulate the car to the apex more assertively. 

He’ll also often talk about a “flat car.” The physics 

concept behind it is obvious: the less steering angle, 

the greater the acceleration. To achieve this you 

begin each turn with that miniscule weight transfer 

then progressively steer to the apex. In the middle of 

the turn—where there’s the least amount of penalty 

for tire scrub—quickly introduce a bit more lock 

than seems natural to shorten the corner and then 

actively straighten the car to the exit. “It’s about 

altering our values,” Wilson explains. “Traditionally 

you find the limit of adhesion and feel like you’re 

going fast on that geometrically perfect line. But 

you know what? You’re not going forward that 

much. And that’s bad, actually. I want you to be 

offended when you feel tire scrub.”

This introduction to Wilson’s techniques goes on 

for maybe an hour. We discuss shortening corners, 

braking lightly for a fraction before really applying 

force to ensure the rears are responding before the 

nose dives and the rear raises up, trying to match 

wheel speed and car speed momentarily in the 

braking phase, and how all this feeds into a race 

scenario by putting less stress on the equipment. 

“Shortening the corner reduces tire degradation,” 

he says. “So in the middle of the corner there’s a 

bit more lock, a higher peak, but for the next 10 

car lengths there’s less load. It’s like putting your 

hand on a red-hot stove for a millionth of a second. 

Wilson’s driver 
training is a  
hands-on  
experience, quite 
literally. He likes  
to teach in the  
Vauxhall economy 
car because “when 
you make a mistake 
in this car, you feel  
it for a long time.”
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I’m elated and leave full of anecdotes and 

advice. Rob Wilson is a fascinating guy, and 

the truly amazing thing is, in a digital world 

of telemetry, his techniques have become even 

more important. He looks at what’s between the 

telemetry traces shown on computer screens 

and is now working with engineers from BMW’s 

DTM team, Porsche’s WEC guys, and pretty 

much every F1 team to help them understand 

what those squiggly lines can’t show them. “Now 

[that the engineers have been here], they can 

feel this stuff and apply that knowledge to what 

they’re seeing on the telemetry,” he confirms. 

“All of them are [now] trying to measure that 

first 5 percent, the rate of weight transfer. Some 

of the Indy teams have what they call the ‘Rob 

Matrix’ in new telemetry programs,” he tells me 

between long drags on his beloved Marlboros. 

I can’t leave without asking him who he thinks 

is the best of the best. “I love Kimi,” he says. 

“He’s maybe the one guy I’m biased toward.” 

Wilson spent a lot of time with Räikkönen in 

his early days and has huge affection for him. 

OK, so who’s second? “I never coached Mansell 

until after he’d won the F1 title and just before 

he started racing in the U.S. But when I did, I 

couldn’t believe his finesse, his understanding of 

the surface. Totally at odds with his reputation 

for being a real beast in the car.” And third? 

“Everybody’s third, Jethro. That’s the point. 

Everybody’s third.” AM

because of that initial steering input, the extra 

lock midcorner allowing you to quickly get the 

car straight and drive out to the exit, the gentle 

and then assertive braking that seems to keep 

the car more level and more stable on corner 

entry. The time tumbles away. That 1:50.4 is just 

0.8 second off his target lap. 

After lunch he blitzes me with a new target: 

1:47.8. On these tires that’s a good lap, he says. 

On four Michelins maybe we’d get down to 1:47.2 

or even a high 1:46. The roast-beef lunch at the 

local pub has slowed me down, though. I do a 

1:50.6, then whack a cone, then another. It feels 

like it’s going the wrong way. But it clicks again 

on the last couple of laps. My hairpin is close 

to perfect, I negotiate the esses with Wilson’s 

line (avoiding the curbs and straightening 

each section), and my braking and steering 

techniques improve so the last two corners are 

much sweeter. 

The result is 1.48.7 despite one mistake coming 

onto the crucial back straight. “Fantastic. You 

have the speed,” he says flatteringly. “It’s not 

about making you faster. It’s about making 

you do the right things. Now you can see the 

progression … how you could get to a low 1:47. 

You’re on the road from being somebody who 

can drive a race car to a racing driver. There’s 

a difference.”
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“SOME OF THE INDY TEAMS HAVE 

WHAT THEY CALL THE ‘ROB MATRIX’ 

IN NEW TELEMETRY PROGRAMS,” 

HE TELLS ME BETWEEN 

LONG DRAGS ON HIS  

BELOVED MARLBOROS. 
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of its time. This ain’t gonna be a Sunday drive.

Naturally, Kowalski exercises his powerful 

mount to its 160-mph full. Naturally, law 

enforcement does not approve—leading to a 

series of extended chases across the shimmering 

expanses of Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and even 

California’s Death Valley. 

Yet to call “Vanishing Point” a car-chase flick 

would be to seriously undermine this gritty, 

painterly picture’s uniquely American themes: 

the epic, untouched grandeur of our country’s 

far-flung plains; the rhythm and introspection 

of a man alone and out there amid the scrawling 

Joshua trees and the fading light and the surge 

of a powerful V-8; the altruistic, tall-riding 

cowboy righting the world’s wrongs himself, true 

to his sense of self as best as he knows how to 

do it; the strangeness and hallucinogenic power 

of the desert, where heat waves and sallow-

eyed hitchhikers and tie-dyed, gospel-singing 

communes can push even a well-grounded man 

to the brink—and beyond.

“Vanishing Point” has soul, see? Actually, it 

has Super Soul, a blind desert radio jock (played 

to the preaching hilt by Cleavon Little) who, 

through his powers of perception, deciphers the 

impulses behind Kowalski’s mad run (which 

has now made the national papers) and, via his 

radio show, reaches out to Kowalski with words 

of support and police-evading assistance. 

It’s the poet-DJ Super Soul who deconstructs 

Kowalski: “The vicious traffic squad cars are 

after our lone driver, the last American hero, the 

electric centaur, the super driver of the golden 

West, the last beautiful free soul on this planet!” 

He also spins out a slew of funky, rollicking ’70s 

hits (from “Mississippi Queen” to an early ballad 

by Kim “Bette Davis Eyes” Carnes) that continually 

fuel Kowalski’s charging heart (and brilliantly 

accompany the Challenger’s roaring exhaust).

     I  WAS  BA R E LY  six hours into a 12-hour flight 

across the Pacific, and I’d already finished my 

book. Ugh. I checked my iPad. Dammit, forgot to 

load any e-reading. I sighed, tucked the book and 

iPad away, and unfolded the multimedia screen. 

Let’s see. “War for the Planet of the Apes.” Nah, 

all that hair might land on my semi-faux Salisbury 

steak. Hmmmm. “Transformers: The Last Knight.” 

Uh, not when I could already picture the sequel: 

“Transformers: The Very Last Knight. Promise.” I 

flipped absent-mindedly through more pages of 

CGI-inflated, Dolby-drenched pablum and then 

suddenly had to blink twice. 

There amid all the robots and superheroes was Richard Sarafian’s dusty, 

existentialist 1971 car classic, “Vanishing Point.” I first saw it as a wide-

eyed teenager on late-night TV but hadn’t seen it in years. I pulled on my 

headphones and cranked up the volume.

In case you haven’t heard of it, let alone seen it, here’s “Vanishing 

Point” in a nutshell: Kowalski, a sleepless car-delivery driver amped up 

on amphetamines, bets the pusher who supplies his pills that he can drive 

from Denver to San Francisco in less than 15 hours. 

How’s that for a Cliffs Notes plot? Except Kowalski isn’t just a car-

delivery driver. He’s a man with a past—ex-race driver, decorated Vietnam 

vet, and disgruntled, disgusted ex-cop who’s sick of the law preying upon 

the weak. This is getting interesting, no? 

Let me toss in the “coupe” de grace: The car Kowalski happens to be 

delivering this time is a 1970 Dodge Challenger R/T with a 440 six-pack 

“hopped up to 160.” Yeah, now you got it. An angry man with racing, 

disillusionment, and a handful of bennies in his blood heads out across the 

wide-open West against the clock in one of the most bad-ass muscle cars 

“CAREY, CAN  
YOU ROLL THE CAR 
THREE TIMES AND 

HAVE IT LAND  
RIGHT HERE?” 

AND CAREY WOULD 
JUST LOOK BACK  

AND SAY, “YEP.” AND  
THEN HE’D GO OUT  

AND DO IT. 

A CAR MOVIE  
DONE RIGHT

A U T O M O B I L E M A G . C O M
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Years ago I got to hang out with Kowalski, actor Barry Newman—the 

first time when I brought him the reborn 2006 Dodge Challenger concept 

car to ogle and drive. Two years later, we tooled around Beverly Hills 

together in a production Challenger R/T, Newman relaying tales of filming 

the movie—and sharing stories of dating the likes of Raquel Welch and 

Lynda Carter. (I had to yell, “Barry, please stop! You are killing me!”)

Soulful, yes, but “Vanishing Point” is also one helluva great action flick, 

loaded with spectacular (and real) driving sequences. “We had this great 

stunt driver, Carey Loftin [of ‘Bullitt’ fame],” Newman told me way back 

when. “And Richard Sarafian, the director, would ask, ‘Carey, can you roll 

the car three times and have it land right here?’ And Carey would just look 

back and say, ‘Yep.’ And then he’d go out and do it. Hit the mark every time.”

Newman also fondly recalled the original Challenger R/T. “The engine 

was so strong, the car would just stand up and go,” he said. “And those 

skinny tires—you could light ’em up just by touching the gas. It seemed like 

it had too much power for the body.” He also recounted how, while filming 

a high-speed pass, a motorist somehow drove onto what was supposed to 

be a closed road. “We almost had a big head-on! I had to drive off the road,” 

Newman said, shaking his head even all those years later.

Although a cult classic today, “Vanishing Point” didn’t do particularly 

well at the box office—at least in the U.S. “But in Europe ... biggest box office 

success of the year! They double-billed it with ‘The French Connection,’” 

Newman told me, laughing. “The search for existence, man’s meaning, his 

relationship to the Earth, all that stuff. They ate it up!”

“Vanishing Point” has a powerful ending, 

and for the uninitiated I won’t spoil it here. 

That said, Newman surprised me with his 

interpretation. “I never saw Kowalski as 

being reckless or, you know, nihilistic. That's 

the absurdity. Why are all these people after 

me? I've only committed misdemeanors. 

But then, when Kowalski sees that light 

near the end, he’s thinking, ‘I’ve made it. 

I’ve found the way through.’”

“Fast & Furious” it isn’t. Never once does 

Kowalski drive the Challenger out of an 

airplane or though an atomic mushroom 

cloud. But that’s precisely why, if you 

haven’t seen it—or haven’t seen it a while—

you should sit down for 106 minutes and 

take a look. Because “Vanishing Point” is 

an ode to the mythic, sunbaked American 

West. It’s Clint Eastwood riding into 

infinity in “High Plains Drifter.” It’s James 

Dean driving into immortality in his 550 

Spyder. It’s a car movie made the way they 

don’t make car movies any more. With 

Super Soul. AM
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     I  CA N ’ T S P E A K for all auto scribes, but 

it seems to me once you’ve been writing long 

enough, interest in your automotive literary out-

put, adventures, and car news tends to wane 

among family and friends.  

“I’ve just returned from driving D-type Jaguars 

overland to the Bosphorus with Jackie Stewart, 

Henry Kissinger, and Linda Vaughn co-driving,” 

you might apprise a loved one. Only for them 

to weigh the information thoughtfully and ask, 

“Have you seen my phone charger?”

It’s one of the reasons that concours make 

such fine forums for automotive journalists. Like 

Capitol Hill reporters rubbing shoulders with congressional staffers, car 

writers find themselves in the presence of many who not only care about 

cars but who might have actually once read something they’d penned, 

unlike in, say, the real world. 

That’s one reason I accepted the generous invitation of South Carolina’s 

Hilton Head Island Motoring Festival and Concours d’Elegance to attend 

its 16th annual event. Ogling the fine field of American and foreign classics 

(with Cadillac as the honored marque) was another. It made my first trip 

to the island worthwhile on a car-spotting basis alone. An impressive 1934 

Cadillac Victoria Convertible Coupe took Best of Show, but a 1939 Cadillac 

Series 61 Opera Coupe, finished in two-tone green, won my heart. 

A day earlier on a field filled with some of the best the local club scene 

had to offer, I’d also been startled to find myself standing in front of my 

beautiful green 1971 Mercedes-Benz 300 SEL 6.3, last seen by me when I 

sold it in 2009. It’s in even better condition than when I de-acquisitioned it 

thinking it was too pristine for the likes of me to drive. Memories of the old 

Benz’s titanic thrust came rushing back, followed shortly by shiver-inducing 

visions of 12 mpg and bi-annual hose and belt 

replacement bills running into the four figures. 

Hilton Head wasn’t always a resort 

destination, but it’s always been rich in 

history. Native Americans came first, before 

Huguenots, Spaniards, and Britons arrived. Its 

Port Royal became a major Atlantic port in the 

Sea Island cotton trade and the slave economy 

of the South. In 1861, it fell to the Union army. 

As the area’s plantation owners fled, many of 

their slaves stayed behind. Union Gen. Ormsby 

Mitchel helped them establish a self-governing 

community there, named Mitchelville after him. 

But following the defeat of the Confederacy, 

much of the land was returned to those same 

former plantation owners.   

It was a lot to think about as the concours 

weekend began with a classic-car driving tour 

Friday. Behind the wheel of a 1971 1800E—

supplied by South Carolina’s newest automotive 

citizen, Volvo—the tour visited the site of 

Mitchelville, gone now but celebrated in an 

interactive presentation of word, song, and the 

Gullah culture. A mixture of English and African 

dialects, Gullah, still spoken by an elite few, is 

the language of former slaves who lived in the 

band of low country running along the rice-

growing coast from South Carolina to Georgia.

Later, I’d catch a ride in the jump seat of 

a 1929 Ford Model A roadster belonging to 

Michael Hamby Jr. and his new bride, Sharon, 

who won the concours’ best dressed award, a 

nice cap on a honeymoon spent attending the 

event. The 30-something Hamby showed his car 

alongside an A coupe belonging to his father. The 

two Fords had been kept as a pair in the same 

garage for decades before going their separate 

ways. The Hambys later reunited them. Hamby 

is the sort of collector the hobby needs in much 

greater numbers if it is to thrive. As it stands, 

it’s mostly a bunch of old, wealthy folk. When 

they’re gone, the cars have to go somewhere. 

Speaking of going somewhere, the highlight 

of this landlubber’s old car idyll came when I 

caught a lift from New York to Hilton Head in a 

Cirrus Vision Jet. A new breed of single-engine 

craft, it’s an SUV for the sky. Its price tag of 

$2.5 million is a bargain compared to the $24.5 

million Gulfstream G280 shown Friday night 

at the concours’ Flights & Fancy Aeroport Gala 

charity fundraiser. Any self-respecting concours 

seems to have an aviation partner nowadays.  

It was easily the most exhilarating flight of 

my life. As an extra measure of safety, a built-in 

parachute is standard equipment. An incredible 

feature, I began to explain, just as one young 

relation wondered aloud, “Where did you say 

you put that charger?” AM

A U T O M O B I L E M A G . C O M

FLIGHT  OF THE  
CONCOURS
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“ T H E  B I G  D ATA  B O O M ”  article in 

your November 2017 issue was an 

interesting read. As a tech lawyer, 

I approach the concept of data and 

cars with some trepidation. I’m not 

eager to share my driving data with an 

insurer so an algorithm designed by a 

bureaucrat who buys cars based solely 

on color will penalize me if I have an 

occasional harmless heavy foot on 

either pedal. Automakers face a myriad 

of challenges around data: How will 

they provide the benefits without 

compromising privacy? Will they use 

anonymous data rather than personal 

information as much as possible? 

Will they abide by the toughest 

international privacy standards, or 

will they treat data differently as cars 

cross borders? How will they convince 

drivers that information is secure and 

not being abused or wantonly shared? 

Will they avoid purpose creep and 

resist the temptation to use, sell, or 

share personal information for new 

things or to governments or insurers 

who want it for specious reasons? A 

Caterham 7 is looking more attractive 

every day.

DAVID R. CANTON

London, Ontario, Canada

MORE TRADITIONAL, PLEASE

Despite many years driving a variety 

of vehicles and covering countless 

miles on the road, I think my most 

time-consuming ride has come on my 

Kohler after dinner. Today as I settled 

into comfort, skimming my December 

Automobile, I was surprised at the 

diversity of a non-auto article about a 

John Deere rig by Arthur St. Antoine. 

My God! He provided insight to the 

engineering, history, development, 

and design—all where you would 

hardly expect it.  

It set me to wondering just how 

soon before you set off on other 

subjects such as toilets. With the same 

format you could cover this unique 

and comfortable ride. And think of 

the comparisons: American Standard, 

Mansfield, or go international with 

Toto, Duravit, or even Chaozhou, or 

thousands of others. Then bring in 

Robert Cumberford to overemphasize 

the lines and the elegance in the 

design of the disputed ultimate model. 

Finally, where would we be without 

the profound thoughtful moments 

these rides provide expounded on by 

Jamie Kitman. I’m not sure how to 

end this, so I’ll just pull the chain.

W.J. BOYD

Clifton Township, Pennsylvania

So I’m reading my December 2017 

issue in the new wider format, which 

is excellent. Page after page, there are 

editorial stories, letters, features on 

borders, art, and John Deere dozers. 

Finally it dawns on me that I’m more 

than halfway through, and there’s 

no actual story on a real vehicle. Ah 

ha, a Mopar Challenger on page 66. 

This must be it. Sadly no, it’s mostly 

Mopar and very little Challenger.  

Fiat 500X on 76? No, not really.  

Then I finally hit pay dirt on 86, 

similar to St. Antoine in the Deere: 

the oh-so-exciting and drool-worthy  

Mazda CX-5. 

STEP  
AWAY  
FROM  
OUR  
CARS

Write: Automobile magazine, 831 S. Douglas St., El Segundo, California, 90245  

Email: letters@automobilemag.com. Letters may be edited for clarity and length.  

Customer service: automobile@emailcustomerservice.com; 800-289-2886
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mags, and Automobile tends to speak to 

the “gentleman” enthusiast, which I am 

not. Then I read Zach Bowman’s articles 

on the border (November and December 

2017). Wow! This is one of the finest 

pieces of journalism I have ever read. I’m 

renewing my subscription.

TOM LEIH

Jonestown, Texas

WHAT GIVES?

Regarding the photo of Georg Kacher 

on page 38 of the November 2017 issue, 

Georg’s driving position is so bad. He is 

jammed up so close to the steering wheel 

and console. When my father taught me 

to drive 55 years ago, he insisted I keep 

the driver’s seat as far back as possible. 

He said that would keep my arms and 

legs extended to react more quickly to an 

emergency situation. That is even more 

important today with a driver’s air bag 

deploying. Was my father right?

C. CAMERON

Brentwood, California 

    I am not one to typically look ahead, 

or read ahead, in my several monthly 

magazines, but in this case I had to peek 

and see if there was at least one story or 

feature on something exotic, sporty, or 

dream-worthy. Nope. Some cool stuff in 

the Monterey auction summaries, but 

at this rate I propose either you up your 

game or consider a name change to 

Automobile-Related.

JIM MASTRODOMENICO

Glen Head, New York

We enjoy examining and introducing 

you to new things and topics others 

won’t, and we’ll never be afraid to do 

so, but we trust your more-traditional 

automotive-publication tastes will find 

this issue more flavorful —Ed.  

MAKE IT FOUR

My subscription to Automobile is 

coming to an end. I subscribe to three 

other car magazines, and I decided 

three is enough. There is a lot of 

duplication in coverage among those 

Maybe, but Kacher is approximately 

7-feet-12-inches tall. In reality, a good 

technique for selecting your proper 

driving position is to adjust your seat 

so you can rest both wrists  

on the top of the steering-wheel  

rim without needing to lift your  

shoulder blades away from the  

seat back. —Ed. 

POOR CIVIC

I totally agree with Dennis Pierri’s letter 

in the December issue in which he refers 

to the “cartoonish looks” of the Honda 

Civic Type R. Honda styling, as well as 

that of many other brands, has gone 

astray. More scoops, spoilers, wings, etc., 

do not produce a thing of beauty. Maybe 

we need to return to art education in the 

schools. Ditto music education.

ERNEST WREGE

Los Angeles, California

Drive the Type R, and we promise  

you’ll quickly cease caring about its,  

er, polarizing styling. —Ed. 
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By Design

“ T H E  L O N G  W H E E L B A S E  and 

short nose lend the car a sense 

of dynamism, even when viewed 

at a standstill.” So says the news 

release on the Bentley Motors 

website. If you believe that, 

you’re a great deal more gullible 

than you should be. It’s going to 

be a good long while before the 

long hood and tight passenger 

compartment ceases to be the 

most desirable look for front-

engine performance cars. Look 

at the last Packard V-12 roadster 

from 1939, and you know it’s 

powerful and fast with no need 

for a vulgar chrome insignia on 

its flanks telling you how many 

cylinders are under the hood.

Apart from the copywriter’s 

unconvincing hyperbole, this 

is an extremely attractive little 

coupe. Or at least seemingly so, 

because there’s nothing little 

about any German-era Bentley 

Continental. They’re big cars, 

and even the least powerful of 

any built since Volkswagen AG 

took over is an impressively fast, 

capable conveyance for four 

people who will be transported 

in both comfort and style. But 

because of that stumpy front end 

and the giant 22-inch wheels on 

this new Continental, you get 

the sense of a tight, compact 

coupe—more Porsche than 

Packard. Which, when you think 

about it, is not a bad thing. Both 

P-cars are worthy of emulation, 

and Bentley’s native history is 

validation enough for anything 

the firm might do today, whether 

it conforms to our proportional 

preconceptions or not.

I find the rather wide (as 

compared to all the finer trim 

pieces on the car) chrome band on 

the side to be both inappropriate 

and poorly executed, skewed  

off-datum as it is. But that’s 

the only part of the styling 

that clashes with the Bentley 

tradition of understated quality. 

From Vanden Plas bodies of the 

Cricklewood cars in the ’20s to 

coachbuilt bodies of the first Rolls-

Royce Bentleys, there has always 

been some reserve in shapes and 

detailing of cars carrying Walter 

Owen’s name. I am particularly 

pleased by the subtle undercuts 

beneath each important styling 

line. It works well everywhere, but 

it’s especially effective on the rear 

fender indication.

What is unequivocally superior 

about Bentley design today is the 

interior work. The execution of 

every single bit of wood, leather, 

metal, and plastic is faultless in 

the current generation. Bentley 

volumes are many times higher 

than they ever were in the era 

of the British Empire on which 

the sun never set. So it is not 

astonishing that buyers outside 

the land of rising damp might 

want to see bright orange paint 

on their Bentaygas and Flying 

Spurs. That each and every model 

can be customized to buyers’ 

exact requirements means every 

potential Bentley owner can be 

assured of personal satisfaction as 

well as astonishing performance 

and unquestioned prestige. Even if 

they don’t really look like they’re 

going fast “when viewed at  

a standstill.”

C ON T IN
2019 Bentley

IT TAKES A LOT OF CONFIDENCE  

in your precision manufacturing 

capability to position the  

gas cap door to cut through  

complex surfaces.  

Nice work.

ANOTHER ALMOST-SUBLIMINAL 

indication of the size of the 

Continental is its door handles,  

too low on the body side for a 

small coupe, ergonomically  

correct for this one.

THE BOTTOM OF THE 

sill droops just a bit before 

the rear wheel, making the 

rising chrome strip and the 

suggestion of a wedge form 

even more incongruous.
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D E S I G N

1

ENTAL GT

Front 3/4 View

THE NOW-TRADITIONAL 

small outer lamp is nicely 

placed on the front of  

the outer fender surface  

in such a way as to  

generate a profile line  

perfectly recalling the  

shape of “Olga,” the  

prototype R-Type  

Continental  

from 1951. 
THE HOOD CENTERLINE PEAK  

is slightly more prominent than 

aesthetically desirable. A flatter  

line would have been better.

A COMPLEX INNER LAMP 

generates an inner bulge 

that fades away in a short 

distance, again a sensitive, 

respectful evocation 

of a long-term Bentley 

morphology.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING  

a bit questionable on the front  

end, it would be these angled  

arms, seemingly more at home  

on an Italian supercar than on  

a historically inspired design.

TRADITION, MODERNITY, 

evocation of racing Bentleys 

in the ’20s—the grille is 

everything it should be 

on a 21st century Bentley, 

including the centerline rod.

THE HUGE CORNER 

openings are not 

philosophically out  

of place, but you 

wonder about their 

gigantic size.
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Profile View
5. After looping toward the 

center, the bright strip becomes 

part of the rim, tapering to this 

sharp point just before the  

next segment.

6. There should be symmetrically 

opposite wheels on each side of 

the car, but there are not. This 

tightest bend of each spoke 

segment should point forward 

and not back as it does on the 

right side of the car. Driver’s side  

wins here.

7. The huge open area of this 22-

inch wheel provides a great view 

of the enormous brake discs.

1. The most interesting aspect 

of the Continental’s body 

surfaces is the indentation 

below each styling line, 

most notably the rear fender 

profile line.

2. The mirrors are enormous, 

thus making the whole ensemble 

look like a small, nimble coupe. 

It isn’t. It’s a big car—very fast 

but nothing like a Lotus.

3. The relatively short hood 

also makes the car look smaller 

in photographs than it is, and 

it’s antithetical to the recent 

Mercedes-Maybach’s hood, 

which seems twice this long.

4. The wheel design is 

interesting in that the bright rim 

is discontinuous, each of five 

segments starting with a blunt 

end that doesn’t touch the rim.

8. This hokey chrome bit 

with its ostentatious cylinder-

count announcement suggests 

the German owners have no 

comprehension of traditional 

British understatement. Too bad.

9. The rear of the V-section 

chrome strip is crimped flat to 

cross the flat flange around the 

wheel opening. 

10. This crisp line derived from 

the outer end of the exhaust 

outlet is comprehensible.

11. This parallel crisp line above 

the trim strip, derived from no 

other feature, is not.
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Stefan 

Sielaff  

Interview 4

Interior View

1. Camera lens distortion,  

sure. But these mirrors are 

really, really big. Good for 

safety but not for scale.

2. This little separator  

allows the main door glass  

to go down. The same 

constraint existed on the 

R-Type long ago.

3. Bentley has legitimate 

access to the Rolls-Royce air-

conditioning outlets as seen 

here. Notice how elegantly the 

chrome trim beneath the wood 

aligns with the outlet rib.

4. Almost a novelty in this age, 

the steering wheel is simply 

round, with no humps, bumps, 

or surface-material changes. 

On the other hand, the hub 

is definitely off-center. But it 

looks good and looks like it 

would feel good.

5. Wood use is discreet and 

quite welcome.

6. In the age of giant Tesla 

tablets, the GPS screen  

seems like a transplanted 

smartphone face.

7. The organ stop A/C flow 

controls are another Rolls-

Royce carryover idea.

8. These A-pillars are really 

excessive, blocking far too 

much view. Bentley should be 

able to engineer something as 

strong but not as wide.

9. The center console seems a 

little too traditional—cluttered 

and confusing.

10. The “Chairman Mao” 

diamond quilting is unpleasant 

and looks cheap to me, though 

I know that there’s a lot of 

skilled work that goes into 

making the seat covers and 

door panels.

11. These round speaker 

covers could be made less 

obtrusive, but perhaps 

the metal presentation is 

considered more upscale.

12. This small control panel 

looks like a mistake. It hangs 

below the rest of the trim 

piece, which is elegantly 

smooth on the cockpit’s 

passenger side. •
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W E  C A U G H T  U P  W I T H

Bentley’s director of 

design, Stefan Sielaff, as he 

traveled from London to 

the brand’s headquarters 

in Crewe. It was a good 

chance to chat since Sielaff 

was relaxed and free from 

meeting pressure while 

on the train and able to 

expand on what he and his 

team had done in creating 

the new Continental GT.

We talked first about 

the discrepancy in the 

perceived and real size 

of the car when seen in 

photos. “It’s true that the 

car seems smaller than it 

is,” he said. “When you see 

the real thing, you realize it 

is quite a lot bigger than 

it seemed in photos.” But 

looking small, he thinks,  

is quite different from 

being small. He believes 

Bentley customers expect 

a substantial car, and that’s 

what the designers have 

given them in this coupe. 

Talking about the 

undercut surface lines I’d 

admired, Sielaff explained 

that the design team 

calls them “power lines” 

and uses “haunches” as 

a term for the upper part 

of the rear fenders the 

team deems important to 

Bentley’s identity. He says 

the technology and metal-

forming techniques used 

for the Continential’s all-

aluminum body are totally 

impractical for mass 

production but exactly 

right for the volumes 

Bentley expects to make. 

A great deal of the work 

on the new Continental  

was focused on the interior. 

When I commented on 

how I appreciated the 

restrained use of wood in 

the car seen here, Sielaff 

stressed the fact that 

there are near-infinite 

options. “Our customers, 

we believe, want their 

cars to be as individual as 

possible,” he said, “so we 

have numerous choices 

for them, not only in 

colors but in materials. 

We have wood, piano 

black, metallic surfaces, 

and as you saw, stone.” I 

recall being amazed by 

the tight bends made by 

granite surfacing on metal 

substrates. It would not be 

a stretch to say Bentley’s 

craftsmanship for interiors 

is unmatched anywhere in 

the world.

Today’s Bentley evokes 

a strong but conservative 

visual image, though its 

new customers, Sielaff 

stresses, are quite different 

from the truly conservative 

Britons who at one time 

were the principle buyers 

of Bentleys. Apparently, 

current customers are 

quite delighted with the 

changes. And why not? 

As noted previously, 

Bentleys are big, powerful, 

and fast—a winning 

combination for the brand 

from the beginning. AM
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IN THIS VIEW  

you get an even more 

notable sense of the 

atypical undercut  

fender profile line.

THE ROOF PROFILE 

line is emphasized by 

an undercut down to 

the transverse  

roof panel.

THERE IS A BIG DROP  

between this spoiler edge and the 

tapering roof, another element of 

the surface undercuts prevalent 

on this coupe.

THE VERY FINE 

chrome trim  

around the 

taillights is nicely 

proportioned …

THE TRUNKLID IS REALLY 

small, giving the impression 

that loading baggage will  

be an unpleasant chore.  

Presumably even golf bags 

will fit, pointing out  

the overall apparent  

size discrepancy.

ALTHOUGH THE BACKLIGHT 

surface is relatively large, the 

blackout panels painted on 

the inner surface reduce the 

transparency to about half 

the total glass panel area.  

It’s odd but not uncommon  

these days.

Rear 3/4 View

IN PUBLICITY PICTURES, 

the B at the wheel hub is 

always presented as though 

it were on a weighted center, 

such as a Rolls-Royce or a 

car sporting dubs. Let it go.

NOTICE THE LAMP  

outline sags a bit as 

compared to the upper 

profile, which is very pure …

… WHEREAS THE 

horizontal exhaust 

outlets are symmetrical, 

a much nicer shape.

… AS IS THE  

slightly thicker 

license recess trim.

THE TWO FLAT SECTIONS  

of the chrome strip really should 

have been left off. The main thrust 

of the V-section trim pieces would 

have been preserved without 

breaking up the wheel opening. 
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P E R F O R M A N C E

NSX GT3 Race Car shown. ©2018 Acura. Acura, NSX, and the stylized “A” logo are registered trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd.

When you create a New Sportscar eXperience, you don’t chase the 

competition—you chase your dreams. You build a facility that manufactures one 

thing: performance. You assemble the world’s best designers and engineers. 

You throw in a couple of troublemakers. And you get to work. You start with the 

driver. You reject benchmarks. You stay true to the feeling. You do it your way. 

You deliver PRECISION CRAFTED PERFORMANCE. You don’t just tell the world 

what you’ve created. You find a racetrack. And you show them.

Build your NSX at nsx.acura.com/build
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2018 JEEP WRANGLER RUBICON
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D R I V E S

NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT

GETTING IT RIGHT 

WHEN YOU CAN 

ONLY GET IT 

WRONG

by A R T H U R  S T .  A N T O I N E
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MOUNT  

PROSPECT,  

SOUTH  

ISLAND,  

NEW  

ZEALAND 

—

W E ’ R E  W E L L  A B O V E  5,000 feet, the sky a wash of cobalt 

blue and El Greco’s clouds as the helicopter banks hard 

toward a gray summit amid the endless range of snow-

dappled peaks. Closing in, our pilot slows to a hover, 

gingerly easing down to a “landing site” that looks more 

like a minefield. The uneven ground is littered with jagged 

rocks, tufts of slippery grass, and bus-sized boulders—with 

sheer drop-offs on every side. “You’d never get up here 

without a whirlybird,” I think to myself as the skids finally 

touch down, “unless maybe you’re a mountain goat.” 

It’s then that I notice four new 2018 Jeep Wrangler 

Rubicons parked on tall rocks nearby, a band of brothers in 

silhouette, their military-inspired profiles as unmistakable 

today as an original Jeep was back in World War II. 

Mountain goats, all right—just made in metal.

A decade ago in Zambia, Africa, I was among the first to 

drive the then-new JK-platform Wrangler. Being a former 

owner of the previous model, the much-loved TJ, the JK 

was something of a shock: taller, dramatically wider with 

a new V-6 replacing the time-tested PowerTech inline-six, 

and a huge new four-door Unlimited version joining the 

lineup. Compared to my trim, nimble two-door TJ, the 

Unlimited JK looked like a battleship. It seemed so … big. 

Unwieldy, even. Could this giant even squeeze through the 

narrow Death Valley trails I’d so easily traversed in my TJ?

I needn’t have worried. Despite some knocks from 

purists (who will always knock any change to the Wrangler), 

the JK proved a hit. Whereas the TJ sold roughly 80,000 

units Stateside in 2006, by 2017 Jeep regularly sold about 

200,000 JKs a year. 

Now comes the Jeep I first glimpsed high up on that 

New Zealand mountaintop, the all-new, 2018 JL edition. 

As always, Jeep engineers and stylists unveiled their new 

baby with a mixture of pride and nerves. After all, the Jeep 

faithful are an unforgiving lot. To them, any modifications 

to the battle-tested Wrangler formula are as contemptuous 

as adding Alfred E. Neuman’s face to Mount Rushmore. 

(We’re looking at you, square-headlight 1987 YJ.) The cry is 

always, “Don’t eff it up by changin’ it!” And in the JL’s case, 

there are a lot of changes. But put those pitchforks down. 

I’m one of the Wrangler faithful myself, and after driving the 

new JL through some of New Zealand’s most spectacular 

wilds—the same mountainous, river-crossed landscapes 

that served as the backdrop for 

“The Lord of the Rings” movies 

and the forthcoming “Mission: 

Impossible 6”—I’m here to tell 

you: The JL is a sublime piece of 

work, an upgrade over the JK in 

almost every way. 

Although Jeep had only top-

range Rubicon models on hand 

for our New Zealand drives, the 

two-door JL will be available 

in Sport, Sport S, and Rubicon 

trims, and the new four-door 

Unlimited will be available in 

those three versions plus a new 

Sahara edition. 

The JL has grown compared with its predecessor, 

but importantly, it doesn’t feel bigger. Wheelbase has 

increased 1.4 inches on the two-door and 2.4 inches on the 

four-door, and overall length has grown 2.5 and 3.5 inches, 

respectively. Overall height is up an inch, and width is 

essentially unchanged. The truly important stats, though, 

are these: Approach, breakover, and departure angles on 

the Rubicon are all significantly improved, and ground 

clearance is up almost an inch (the Rubicon now rides 

on standard 33-inch BF Goodrich KO2 all-terrain tires on  

17-inch wheels). Water fording is doable up to 30 inches, 

and the JL can tow as much as 3,500 pounds (when 

properly configured).

Those are the numbers. Here’s the big picture: The new 

JL is the best-looking Wrangler in years. “Like you, I’m a 

big fan of the TJ and the old CJ,” says Mark Allen, head of 

Jeep Design and the owner of a comprehensively modified 

TJ. “See the JL’s keystone-shaped grille … and the way the 

outboard slats wrap around the headlights? That’s pure CJ. 

Also, while everybody else seems to be raising beltlines, I 

lowered the JL’s. So every piece of glass is larger. Better 

visibility.” 

Allen then leads me around to the side and points to the 

roll cage. “The sport bars are now welded to the body and 

painted in body color,” he says. “Because of some big focus 

group? Nope. I just like the way it looks.” He also points 

out a new header bar between the A-pillars, which allows 

The big roof 

panel in the new 

zipperless soft 

top, top right, is 

fitted to a fold-

ing frame that 

can be lowered 

with one hand 

or removed 

entirely. On the 

drive in New 

Zealand, St. 

Antoine enjoyed 

lots of “Jeep 

swimming.”
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37the windshield to fold down while keeping the rearview 

mirror in place. Wrangler chief engineer Brian Leyes then 

jumps in: “And the body doesn’t just look good. Overall 

aero is improved by 9 percent.”

The JL sheds more than 100 pounds over the JK, thanks 

to aluminum in the doors, hood—the Rubicon gets a 

vented “power hood”—fenders, and windshield frame plus 

a magnesium-cast rear swing gate. New, high-mounted 

trapezoidal fender flares allow the Rubicon to accept up 

to 35-inch tires with no modifications. Daytime running 

lights encircle the headlamps; Jeep calls it a halo effect. 

On the Rubicon, you can opt for LED headlights, square 

taillights, and foglamps. Turn signals are mounted atop 

the front of the fender flares. The doors now feature the 

proper Torx bit tool size stamped right into the hinges—

making removing and reattaching them a no-brainer. A 

new half-door will be available sometime in 2019.

Up top, the available three-piece Freedom hard top 

has been improved with lighter panels and easier-to-use 

latches. A body-color hard top is optional on the Rubicon 

(and the Sahara). The optional convertible soft top is now 

zipper-free. Instead, the rear plastic windows simply slip 

out of channels they snap into, and then the big roof panel 

can be easily flipped back and down with a single hand. 

Brilliant. Finally, later in 2018 Jeep will offer an optional 

Sky One-Touch power top with a central canvas panel that 

retracts fully at the touch of a button. None of the Jeeps on 

hand had the Sky roof, but I predict it will be a hit.
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The JL’s cabin is thoroughly updated to meet the 

demands of the “always connected” 21st century: Apple 

CarPlay, Android Auto, abundant USB ports, navigation, 

and SiriusXM with traffic. The fourth-gen Uconnect system 

even offers an optional 4G Wi-Fi hot spot so you can surf 

websites right from your camp table. The attractive space 

also includes a dash painted to match the seat stitching, 

available keyless entry and standard push-button start, and 

the ability to call up a whole bunch of vehicle info (such as 

pitch and roll) on the display screen. A new optional 8.4-

inch hi-res touchscreen with pinch and zoom is the largest 

ever offered on a Wrangler. And, yes, it’s been “mist tested” 

to endure at least a nonmonsoon amount of rain and keep 

right on displaying. (As always, the interior can be hosed 

out and drained via plugs in the floor.)

Jeep will offer two engines at launch: the same 3.6-liter 

DOHC V-6 found in the JK (now with engine stop-start) 

and a new 2.0-liter turbo four. The V-6 comes standard 

with an all-new six-speed manual shifter, with a new 

optional eight-speed automatic (standard on the turbo 

four). Coming in 2019 is the engine Jeep enthusiasts have 

long clamored for: a 3.0-liter EcoDiesel V-6 making 260 

horsepower and—start drooling—442 lb-ft of torque. The 

diesel will include engine stop-start and be available only 

with the eight-speed auto. Can’t wait.

In New Zealand I first got to sample a manual V-6 

JL Unlimited. It’s a happy combo, the 285-horsepower 

six revving smartly amid the transmission’s well-spaced 

gears. That said, having owned a manual TJ—the optional 

automatic for my ’97 was a three-speed—I’m not sure I’d 

go manual today. As I discovered when trying one later, 

the eight-speed automatic is just so sweet. With more 

ratios, it seems always to be in the right gear. It’s smooth 

and smart, shifting well on its own. And on one really 

challenging boulder climb (in the rain!), we effortlessly 

surmounted a course that would’ve been 10 times more 

difficult with a clutch pedal.

The big news underhood is the new 16-valve, direct-

injection, twin-scroll turbo four. It makes less power  

(270 horses) than the V-6 but considerably more torque 

(295 lb-ft at just 3,000 rpm). It’s also uncannily quiet (I 

once walked right past it and didn’t even realize it was 

running) and well-mannered. Like the V-6, the turbo 

completed the rock climb without breaking a sweat. And 

on some limited highway sections (most were off-road), it 

was subdued, pulling well from low revs, never strained. 

Frankly, I didn’t expect to like it as much as I did. It’ll be 

interesting to sample one back in the “real world.” 

On-road, some suspension changes, including retuned 

springs, contribute to a solid, confident feel I never 

experienced in my TJ. Body roll is minimal, and the ride 

is controlled without being unduly harsh. I didn’t get an 

opportunity to try the two-door on pavement, but off-

road it handled rough terrain with none of the “pogo 

bucking” of older, shorter-wheelbase Jeeps. It was, in 

fact, completely comfortable. (And, I must say, the two-

door really looks fantastic.) The turning circle is improved 

THIS NEW JL IS A SLAM DUNK. IT’S 
MORE COMFORTABLE ON-ROAD, 
MORE CAPABLE OFF-ROAD, SAFER, 
EASIER TO CONFIGURE, BETTER-
LOOKING, BETTER-PERFORMING, 
AND MORE FUEL-EFFICIENT.

on the JL, enabling it to snake through tight mountain 

bends that the JKs along with us could only manage by 

stopping, backing up, and re-turning into the corner.

JL Rubicons are equipped with a standard Rock-

Trac 4x4 system with a 4:1 4LO ratio, Tru-Lok front and 

rear locking differentials, Dana 44 front and rear axles, 

and electronic sway-bar disconnect. The new Sahara, 

meanwhile, will offer the Wrangler’s first-ever two-speed 

transfer case with full-time AWD. With the automatic, the 

Rubicon’s crawl ratio is an amazing 77.2:1 (even better 

with the manual), meaning it can creep like a sloth over 

just about anything in its path. The Tru-Lok diffs, easily 

accessed via dashboard switches, are a godsend when 

the terrain gets slick and muddy (as it did on our drive), 

while disconnecting the electronic sway bar (via a dash 

button) over rough roads does wonders for reducing (or 

even eliminating) big jostles and head toss.

The beautiful 

new cockpit 

includes a 

dash painted 

to match the 

seat stitching, 

the ability to 

call up info 

such as pitch 

and roll on the 

display screens, 

electronic diff 

locks (the red 

square at lower 

center), and 

a sizable new 

touchscreen.
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This new JL is a slam dunk. It’s more comfortable 

on-road, more capable off-road, safer (Jeep boasts more 

than 75 security features), easier to configure, better-

looking, better-performing, and more fuel-efficient than 

its predecessor—for hardly any more money. Jeep says 

the Rubicon two-door manual V-6 will likely start around 

$40,000. Expect the turbo four-door Rubicon Unlimited 

(available only as an eight-speed) to go for about $43,500.

The folks at Jeep have accomplished the seemingly 

impossible. Somehow, the new JL Wrangler manages to 

be more advanced and sophisticated than the JK while 

at the same time radiating a more classic and old-school 

vibe. For Jeep fans, that’s a very good thing, indeed. AM

ON SALE:  
January 2018

PRICE:  
$40,000 (base) (est)

ENGINES:  
2.0L DOHC 16-valve 

turbo I-4/270 hp @ 

5,200 rpm, 295 lb-ft @ 

3,000 rpm; 3.6L DOHC 

24-valve V-6/285 hp @ 

6,400 rpm, 260 lb-ft @ 

4,800 rpm

TRANSMISSIONS: 
6-speed manual, 

8-speed automatic

LAYOUT: 2- or 4-door, 

5-passenger, front-

engine, 4WD SUV

EPA MILEAGE:  
18/23 mpg (city/hwy) 

(4-door, 3.6L auto)

L x W x H:  
166.8 (188.4) x 73.8 x 

73.6 in (4-door)

WHEELBASE: 96.8 

(118.4) in (4-door)

WEIGHT: 4,175-4,485 lb 

(4-door, 3.6L auto)

0-60 MPH:  
7.5 sec (est)  

(4-door, 3.6L auto)

TOP SPEED:  
115 mph (est)  

(4-door, 3.6L auto)
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             A N D Y  P I L G R I M  S T E P S  out of a 2018 Audi 

TT RS with a chuckle, casts a glance at the 2017 RS 3 I’ve 

unbuckled from, and smiles. “That was fun, mate,” he says. 

“There’s really not much between them. You were keeping 

up well right there. Pretty even, I reckon.”

The 2017 sports-car racing season just concluded a 

few days earlier, and we’ve given these new cars a bit 

of a shakedown not far from Road Atlanta, host of the 

IMSA season finale. Pilgrim is satisfied that, during a roll-

on acceleration run from about 25 mph to somewhere 

north of 100 mph, the TT RS’s only advantage over the 

more conventionally styled RS 3 is its 287 fewer pounds 

and a slight jump ahead on initial takeoff. “A certified, 

overachieving giant killer,” he says of the $65,875 TT RS 

and its 3.6-second 0-60-mph time. The same description 

applies to the RS 3 and its 3.9-second stat and is perhaps 

even more apropos given the $10,000 lower base price. 

Beyond the straight-line power, each car has an excellent 

chassis that allows for easy corner-entry rotation, plus 

strong brakes, world-class seats, and well-tuned suspension 

and steering, never mind more plebeian concerns like top-

flight interiors and external lighting packages. In other 

words, exactly what we’ve come to expect from Audi’s 

range-topping models.

To our right, as a reminder of what Audi’s Quattro 

GmbH performance arm has been up to in the past several 

years, we’ve also parked a 610-hp R8 V10 Plus Coupe,  

540-hp R8 V10 Spyder, and 605-hp RS 7 Performance four-

door. Refresher drives in each reaffirm their claims to 

being, in order, a borderline frighteningly quick mid-engine 

supercar, a bananas open-air monster, and a sharply styled 

vanquisher of more than a few chest-thumping executive 

stoplight burners. 

Yet for all of Audi’s performance credentials established 

during more than 35 years of professional competition 

in rallying and road racing and by its first Rennsport 

production car, the 1994 RS 2, the marque has suffered 

a bit in terms of its messaging. For one thing, though 

Quattro GmbH was its in-house equivalent of BMW’s M 

and Mercedes’ AMG divisions, most consumers identify 

“Quattro” with the company’s ubiquitous all-wheel-drive 

technology. For another, RS offerings traditionally have 

been few and far between compared to the number of 

rocketship models offered by other manufacturers. 

The new TT RS and RS 3, then, are as significant for 

the future they represent as they are for their individual 

capabilities. They are the first RS models launched 

since Quattro GmbH was renamed Audi Sport at the 

beginning of 2017, an attempt to create a stronger 

perceptual link between Audi’s motorsports activities 

and its performance-car range. Branding exercise aside, 

a strategy revision is likely of more interest to German 

hot-rod enthusiasts: Where RS models during the past 

decade-plus tended to arrive at the tail end of a given 

car’s life cycle—and even skip certain generations of those 

cars—they will now arrive within the first year or two of a 

new model’s introduction, and RS badging will be present 

on 10 different vehicles by the end of 2018, with the new 

RS 5 up next at the beginning of the year. 
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GROUP THERAPY 
Audi Sport’s production-car 

lineup already offers high- 
powered thrills, and there’s 

more on the horizon. 
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If that’s not enough to drill home the point, Audi has 

doubled down on its motorsports footprint, despite its 

withdrawal from the FIA World Endurance Championship 

at the end of 2016, bringing an end to the program that 

claimed 13 overall wins in the 24 Hours of Le Mans during 

a 16-year span. Production-car-based customer racing is a 

giant part of the game in sports-car competition, with Audi 

Sport—it’s responsible for the RS street cars and customer 

racing programs—so far delivering more than 200 R8 GT3-

spec cars worldwide (60 in the U.S.). Now, Audi plans for its 

two newest race cars to, in conjunction with the expanding 

R O A D  AT L A N TA  H A S  a superb flow, some wicked-quick 

corners, and challenging elevation changes that make it 

a fantastic place to test both the R8 GT4 LMS and RS 3 

LMS. Chances are you will see pro drivers campaigning 

these cars next year, but the bulk of owners and drivers 

will be amateurs.

Safety is a critical factor on the track. It’s impressive 

to see as standard equipment in both cars a rescue 

hatch for driver-helmet removal in the event of a crash, 

an FIA-approved FT3 fuel tank, Audi’s state-of-the-art 

racing seat that exceeds FIA requirements and features 

safety nets on both sides, and an OMP fire system. 

The driver’s seats are mounted in a fixed position, 

but owners can position them to their liking. Steering 

PRO DRIVER PILGRIM’S DEBRIEF

road-car lineup, prove its commitment to performance 

product more than ever before. Notably, the RS 3 LMS 

(more than 15 sold in this country so far) that in 2017 

raced in the Pirelli World Challenge and the R8 LMS GT4 

(more than 20 sold here) that just went on sale ahead 

of the 2018 season are intended to appeal to track-day 

enthusiasts as well as to aspiring pro racers. We put our 

resident hotshoe behind the wheel of each. 

The race cars’ 
interiors—this 

is the RS 3 

LMS’—aren’t 
overly exotic, 

but there is 

no question 

when you climb 

aboard that 

you’re about 

to unleash 

exceptional 

performance 

potential. 
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happily crosses curbs and has impressive cor-

nering speed, thanks to its downforce, up to 

800 pounds of it. The front-drive layout only 

made itself obvious coming out of Turn 7, the 

circuit’s slowest corner, in the form of a little 

tire-slip understeer during power application, 

but it was minimal, and a slight adjustment of 

my turn-in technique took care of it. 

Shifting in the RS 3 LMS is as quick as 

expected from a double-clutch automatic. After 

chatting with a couple of Audi’s pro drivers, I 

elected not to use the shift paddles and just let 

the transmission choose the gears. According to 

the pros who are more experienced with these 

cars, there is effectively no lap-time difference 

by doing so. And with the transmission shifting 

automatically, you don’t worry about hitting the 

rev limiter or making sure you’re in the correct 

gear for each corner. 

The brakes do not feature ABS, but they 

work well. Modulation while trail-braking 

into slower corners is no issue, and the car’s 

downforce means you can use a lot of brake pressure at the 

end of the straights with no worries about locking up. This 

car can really throw out an anchor. Weighing only 2,712 

pounds certainly adds to the nimble race-car feel.

Interestingly, the RS 3 has some clever front-wheel-

drive-specific tools. Drivers can use its long vertical rear-

brake hand lever to drag the rear tires to help warm them 

up. There is also a small 10-position lever next to the 

hand brake; moving it adds or takes away only rear brake 

pressure, which could certainly help during long runs when 

the front tires start to go away. 

In the case of the $249,500, 3,153-pound R8 GT4, going 

directly from the RS 3 LMS’s four-cylinder and front-drive to 

a rear-drive, normally aspirated, mid-engine 5.0-liter V-10-

powered car making about 495 hp on this day (it will be 

restricted to less than 450 in race trim for most series) was 

instantly different by the sound alone. The abundance of 

Honda Civics with drain pipes sticking out the back suggest 

columns adjust for height and length, and the pedals are 

adjustable, as well. An actual fuel gauge mounted near the 

RS 3’s fill-up port is a significant feature crew members will 

love; such a thing is unheard of on most race cars.

Speaking of the $137,500 front-drive RS 3 LMS, it was 

up first. Yes, front-wheel drive, but there really is no 

appreciable torque steer. The starting procedure in both 

cars is a competition setup: power on, ignition on, push 

a button on the steering wheel. Initially you feel a little 

steering “search” over bumps and undulations; this is fairly 

common with race cars on cool tires. Front-wheel drive 

means the sensation comes through a little more, but it 

goes away once the tires are up to operating temperature.

The baseline chassis setup was a bit soft, but it didn’t 

prevent me from dropping the hammer from the get-go. 

The RS 3 LMS is quick—there are four different power maps 

available, either 290, 310, 330, or 350 hp from the 2.0-liter 

turbo-four—with nothing in the way of snappy vices. It 

BREAK IT DOWN 
Andy Pilgrim reviews his runs 

and provides feedback to Brad 
Kettler, head of Audi Sport’s 

customer racing in the U.S.
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AUDI SPORT’S NEAR FUTURE

IN 2018 AND BEYOND,   the Ingolstadt power brokers will 

further expand the Audi Sport range and bring the division 

up to speed.

From what we know today, there will be no replacement 

for the slow-selling R8, which will be phased out in 

2020 when the new Lamborghini Huracán arrives. Also 

dead: the proposed zero-emission R8 e-tron and the 

Scorpion supercar powered by a 1,000-hp V-8 boasting a 

desmodromic valvetrain created from four 1.2-liter Ducati 

motorcycle engines. But over the next two or three years, 

expect to see business as usual from Audi Sport. We have 

just seen the new rear-wheel-drive R8, and we won’t have to 

wait long for the next-generation S/RS 6, S/RS 7, and S8.

The forthcoming RS 4 and RS 5 (below) use a new 

2.9-liter twin-turbo V-6 that makes 450 hp. Although this 

is a brand-new engine, 470 hp appears to be its maximum 

potential. A PHEV edition throws in an 85 kW e-motor for 

good measure, but at this point it is not scheduled for the 

RS models. As far as the RS 6 and RS 7 are concerned, Audi  

will stick with the ubiquitous 4.0-liter V-8 that covers a  

wide 500- to 650-hp bracket. So far, there is no sporty  

V-8 hybrid in the works. 

At the top of the lineup will be the RS Q8 (2020), which 

shares its 650-hp V-8 with the Lamborghini Urus. The Q8 

is a sleeker coupe derivative of the chunky Q7. Last but 

not least, Audi has a surprise up its sleeve in the shape of 

project J1. Porsche originally chose the J1 moniker for the 

all-electric Mission E (see page 56) due in early 2019. Audi 

later that year intends to add its own version of the smog-

free full-size four-door coupe. Think of it as a five-seater 

Audi Quattro, and you’re almost there. Although Audi Sport 

will handle its part of the joint venture, the engineering 

concept is already frozen. The key differentiators will then 

be—within reason—a redesigned body and an interior 

unique to the brand.—GEORG KACHER

there is no shortage of folks who love a four-cylinder’s 

raspy sound. Race car or not, however, I’ll always prefer 

the scream of a V-10.

The R8 GT4 felt stable and hooked-up right out of the 

pits. The steering is not too quick, which suits a driving 

style that incorporates a slower initial steering wheel 

rate. With about 500 pounds of downforce, the car offers 

less aerodynamic grip than the RS 3 LMS, but you still 

feel it working, and it allows for carrying serious speed 

through Road Atlanta’s quicker turns. The ABS brakes 

are stunningly good and give massive stopping power. 

Traction control is adjustable and barely noticeable in the 

least aggressive setting. You can also switch it off. 

Important note: The R8 GT4 is not a twitchy car on 

turn-in; the rear end is well planted. This is a major selling 

point for less experienced drivers and separates the R8 

from other GT4 race cars I’ve raced and tested during 

the past two years. For context, it is possible to lap the 

RS 3 LMS around Road Atlanta faster than a production 

Porsche GT3 RS or Corvette Z06 with Z07 package (sub 1 

minute, 30 seconds), and the R8 GT4 is even quicker, by 

about 4 seconds per lap.

The turnkey nature and accessible performance of 

these new Audi race cars, however, really stand out. 

They’re delivered ready to go. Owning one means you can 

show up at your favorite racetrack, drive it off the trailer, 

check the tire pressures and oil level, run 50 laps, and 

then go to dinner. Sure, you can fiddle with alignment, 

shocks, anti-roll bars, and wings if you want, but this test 

demonstrated you don’t need to do all of that to enjoy your 

day or weekend. That’s a big selling point, and track-day 

regulars and racers of all skill levels should give these cars 

a solid look. As I left the circuit, driving the R8 coupe road 

car from earlier in the day and listening to its exhaust 

crack on the overrun, I didn’t feel far removed from the 

race car I had climbed out of an hour earlier. Considering 

that’s the big-picture target Audi Sport aims for, it’s on the 

right track. AM



Not available in beige. 
There’s nothing wrong with beige. It’s a perfectly legitimate color for an armchair or a pantsuit. It’s just not right for the 

more aggressive, all-new 2018 Camry. So we made an executive decision: no beige exterior. Not even a light khaki.  

It is, however, available in ten colors, like Ruby Flare Pearl.¹ Camry has returned with a bit of attitude. And it’s a rather 

dramatic departure from its past. So if beige is your thing, you’re kind of out of luck.

Prototype shown with options. Production model may vary. 1. Extra-cost color. ©2017 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
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          L E S S  T H A N  1 0  miles into a drive on roads near 

the Algarve International Circuit, the laughter circulating 

inside the cockpit of the 2018 Porsche 911 GT2 RS is as 

valid a verdict on the new Turbo as any empirical Vbox or 

drag-strip data would provide. It begins with a little smile 

during the blazing approach to a braking zone, gestates 

into giggles as you fly around a long, constant-radius right-

hander fast enough to bend your neck like licorice, and 

finally breaks into full-on snorts as the car comes off the 

corner and accelerates into oblivion for about the 23rd 

time in the past 3 minutes.

Holy. Blanking. Lucifer. 

“We said, OK, let’s make [the car] with 666 horsepower, 

so that’s the number of the Beast, and that was how we 

began on the project almost three years ago,” Porsche 

GT boss Andreas Preuninger said appropriately earlier 

in the day, a grin of his own spread across his face. The 

comment was the cutesy sort that elicits chuckles, but 

there is a stark difference between looking at the GT2 RS’s 

impressive array of performance hardware and statistics 

and imagining you know how it will feel and drive, and 

then actually experiencing the sum of its parts when let off 

the leash in the wild. 

In terms of the engineering formula for the quickest, 

fastest series-production 911 in history, Preuninger’s triple-

pronged brief to his team was straightforward: Deliver a 

lightweight design, depth-charge explosive power, and 

perhaps most important—and certainly most appreciated 

by the hands and feet responsible for manipulating the 

wheel and dancing on the pedals—a level of drivability to 

keep the decades-old “widow-maker” nickname for early 

930s from attaching itself to the latest resurrection of the 

rear-drive 911 Turbo. 

2018 Porsche 911 GT2 RS First Drive

MEET THE GREATEST 
PERFORMING 911 
OF ALL TIME

X

To bring the standard GT2 RS’s weight in at its official 

3,241 pounds, Porsche—after binning the regular 911 Turbo’s 

all-wheel drive and rear seats, of course—installs various 

carbon-fiber body pieces. The standard RS comes with 

titanium mufflers and exhaust and a magnesium roof, but 

opt for the $31,000 Weissach package, and you get a carbon-

fiber panel above your head. Front and rear windows are 

made from Gorilla Glass, a solution Porsche says is unique 

and offers the same weight as equivalent panels made from 

B Y  M A C  

M O R R I S O N
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ON SALE:  
Now (delivery early 2018)

PRICE:  
$294,250 (base)

ENGINE:  
3.8L DOHC 24-valve  

twin-turbo flat-6/700 hp  

@ 7,000 rpm, 553 lb-ft  

@ 2,500-4,500 rpm

TRANSMISSION:  
7-speed dual-clutch automatic

LAYOUT:  
2-door, 2-passenger,  

rear-engine, RWD coupe

EPA MILEAGE:  
N/A

L x W x H:  
179.1 x 74.0 x 51.1 in

WHEELBASE:  
96.6 in

WEIGHT:  
3,241 lb

0-60 MPH:  
2.7 sec

TOP SPEED:  
211 mph

polycarbonate. And if you disassemble the interior, you 

will find little to no sound-deadening material throughout. 

The 40-pounds-lighter Weissach Package adds carbon-

fiber front and rear antiroll bars, carbon tie-rod end links, 

carbon shift paddles, and magnesium BBS wheels (24 total 

pounds less unsprung weight). 

As for that devil of an engine, it’s based on the 3.8-liter 

unit used in the 911 Turbo S but gets larger turbochargers 

(with Porsche’s variable turbine geometry) capable of 

providing up to 22.5 psi of boost. The crankcase features 

different machining, the main bearings 

are a new design, the forged pistons are 

stronger and feature a new dome geometry, 

the exhaust manifolds boast diameters 

increased by 30 percent per cylinder, and the 

compression ratio decreases from 9.5:1 in the 

Turbo S to 9.0:1. Output exceeds the original 

666-horsepower target, with power peaking 

at 700 hp at 7,000 rpm, and torque reaches 

553 lb-ft between 2,500 and 4,500 rpm. 

With a weight-to-power ratio of 4.63 

pounds per horsepower, Porsche’s official, 

often conservative acceleration numbers say 

the RS will bang from 0 to 60 mph in 2.7 

seconds, 0 to 100 in 5.8, and 0 to 124 in 8.3. 

The quarter mile passes in 10.5 seconds, all 

the way to an electronically limited top speed 

of 211 mph. Without the limiter—something 

about saving the Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 

tires—top speed would be about 221 mph. 

The initial swallow of the GT2 RS cocktail 

comes on the 2.9-mile, 15-turn Algarve road 

course, which is a tarmac ocean of surf in the 

form of significant elevation changes and blind-

corner approaches. Never having driven this 

circuit previously, the idea of riding the first 

waves in a 700-hp turbocharged rear-drive 911 

should be an intimidating notion. Surprisingly, 

though, the stentorian powertrain is not what 

stands out immediately.

As you expect from modern Porsches, the 

stopping efficiency provided by the carbon-

ceramic brakes (16.1 inches in front, 15.3 in 

the rear) is astounding and consistent, yanking the car 

down from 175 mph on the front straight to about 65 mph 

into Turn 1 with exceptional stability and zero drama. And 

although the spec chart’s power and raw speed numbers 

grab loads of attention, we perhaps underappreciated the 

GT2 RS’s aerodynamic and suspension-tuning figures. 

Compared to the 911 GT3 RS with which the GT2 shares 

wheel carriers and multipiece control arms, the front spring 

rate increases by more than 100 percent, with antiroll-bar 

stiffness dialed back by about half to compensate, a setup 

Preuninger likens to a 911 Cup race car. The rear spring 

rate is up by 30 percent, but the anti-roll bar rate remains 

the same as in the GT3 RS due to the GT2’s heavier engine. 

For the first time on a production Porsche, bushings and 

joints previously composed of rubber are now of the steel 

ball-joint variety, stiffening the suspension and sharpening 

the chassis’ responses. Serious track drivers will benefit 

from adjustable toe, camber, caster, antiroll bars, and ride 

height settings. As for the aero, at 211 mph the car benefits 

from about 750 pounds of total downforce. Dial the rear 

wing up to its maximum angle of attack, and the figure, 

Porsche says, rises to almost 1,000 pounds. 

All of this is readily apparent on the track, 

where the GT2 RS demonstrates a fine but 

classic 911-style balance. The rear end steps 

out if you lift abruptly or trail off the throttle 

enough to unload it, but you’ll have to drive in 

a reasonably ham-fisted manner before you’ll 

describe it as snappy. We’ll have to put a pro 

driver in an RS to get an ultimate sense of its 

on-limit behavior, but as evidenced by the car’s 

6 minute, 47.3 second lap of the Nürburgring—

the all-time production-car record after besting 

the 6:52.01 set by Lamborghini’s Huracán 

Performante—Porsche Motorsport’s influence 

goes beyond “effective” and straight into the 

seventh circle of “devastating.” Thanks to 

its rear-engine layout and the widest 

tires ever employed on a factory 911 

(325/30R-21 rear, 265/35R-20 front), 

the GT2 RS suffers no lack of traction, 

and the engine’s continental shelf of a 

torque curve means you can shift early 

and still pull out of corners stronger 

than almost anything else on the block. 

Go to the gas pedal too aggressively, and 

power oversteer is surely on tap, but it 

feels easy to control as opposed to always 

being on the verge of biting you. 

Out on public roads, however, is 

where the GT2 RS’s madness really 

registers, as real-world settings have 

a way of snapping the big picture into 

focus. That’s why laughter accompanies 

the sweep through that right-hander, the 

type of corner that bores you to tears in most cars. 

Here, though, the entry speed is high, but rather 

than protest with a wiggle or an understeering push, 

the 911 digs in and hangs on all the way through 

as if its wheels are wrapped in flypaper not rubber. 

And when you stand on it, the momentum this Porsche 

generates in a straight line, the amount of lateral grip 

it produces, and the way it strings together a twisting 

stretch of road quite literally demand you adjust all of your 

perceptions about time and distance, about braking points 

and turn-in speeds, about what is physically possible. The 

GT2 feels like it’s been gifted the gravity of a black hole, 

2018 Porsche 

911 GT2 RS

SPECS
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WHERE THE  
STANDARD TURBO S  
TAKES CRITICISM FOR 
BEING TOO GOOD, TOO 
REFINED, AND NOWHERE 
NEAR RAUCOUS ENOUGH, 
THIS CAR ADDRESSES 
THOSE KNOCKS BY A 
FACTOR OF FIVE.

sucking the world through the windshield and into 

your face at approximately warp 9. Hustling it up to 

speed is effortless yet breathless and thrilling. 

This level of performance brings compromises, of 

course, but none should deter customers who drive 

the GT2 RS every day. The stiff suspension and 

dearth of sound insulation mean a lot of road noise 

infiltrates the cabin. The low ride height, relatively 

limited wheel travel, and aggressive shock damping 

likewise make for a not wholly uncomfortable 

ride, but don’t expect to feel like you’re cruising in 

anything resembling a grand tourer. 

To the point, nothing about the GT2 RS pretends 

to be something it isn’t. Where the standard Turbo 

S takes criticism for being too good, too refined, and 

nowhere near raucous enough, this car addresses 

those knocks by a factor of five. Its engine sounds 

alone—whistling and hissing turbos, deep rumbles 

and pops on the overrun—tell you immediately 

this is an entirely different proposition, and not 

by chance: Preuninger examined an old 935 race 

car to measure its exhaust system, to see how 

Porsche could bestow upon this GT2 RS some of 

the character from a bygone turbo era. Like the rest 

of the development work, the effort pays off in the 

final product, and it’s no stretch to say Preuninger 

and his team have created the most outrageous 

driver’s 911 of all time. AM

CALLING 911 
The GT2 RS now holds the 
record at the Nürburgring  
for the fastest production 

car, besting the Lamborghini 
Huracán Performante.
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Accessories Available for 

PERFORMANCE

EXTREME

JANUARY 25 - 28  �  ROLEX 24 AT DAYTONA

WeatherTechRacing.com
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Order Now: 800-441-6287 Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
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Watch the Action!



� Provides “absolute interior protection™”

� Laser measured to perfectly fit your vehicle 

� Has channels to carry fluids and debris to  
a lower reservoir

� Material provides soft touch top, rigid core strength and 
bottom surface friction

Rear Ov
er the Hump

FloorLiner™

FloorLiner™

� Deep sculpted channels designed to  
trap water, road salt, mud and sand

� Will not crack, curl or harden regardless 
of temperature

Available in Black, Tan and Grey (Cocoa Available for Select Applications) 

All-Weather Floor Mats

Ribbed Design

Underside Nibs and 
Anti-Skid Ridges

© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC

� Complete trunk and cargo area protection

� Digitally designed for each application

� Remains flexible under temperature extremes

Cargo/Trunk Liner

� Protects against scratches, damage and spills that 
can potentially ruin the seat surface of your vehicle

� Available in bucket or bench options 

� Features a durable water-repellent finish
Available in Black, Tan and Grey

Seat Protector

Available in Black, Tan and Grey  
(Cocoa Available for Select Applications) 

Available in Black, Tan and Grey  
(Cocoa Available for Select Applications) 



TechLiner® and Tailgate shown

Armor Your Investment

� Fits to the exact contours of each application

� No messy sprays or drilling needed 

� 100% recyclable, odorless material

� Flexible and durable

� Chemical and UV resistant

TechLiner®

Accessories Available for 

Order Now: 800-441-6287 Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTech.eu

No-Drill MudFlaps

� Mounts-In-Minutes™

� Protect your vehicle’s most vulnerable areas

� Installs without tire/wheel removal

� No drilling into the vehicle’s fragile metal surface

Available for Trucks and SUVs

� 24" of Hitch Mounted Bumper Protection

� Protect your bumper from minor accidents

� Fits standard 2" receiver hitch

� Safely stand on the step (up to 300 lbs.) for everyday tasks

BumpStep®XL

� Lightweight, low-profile foldable bed cover

� Easy-to-use tri-fold design, which makes for effortless installation 
and removal

� Features specialized latching system for extra security 

AlloyCover™
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D R E A M  D A Y
B Y  G E O R G  K A C H E R     P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  S T E F F E N  J A H N
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911 GT2 RS  
AND DIGITAL  
ZERO-EMISSION  
MISSION E
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T THE MISSION E  
ASPIRES TO 
BLEND SPEED AND 
EFFORTLESSNESS, 
A REAL-LIFE RANGE  
OF 300 MILES, AND  
THE ABILITY TO 
RECHARGE TO 
80 PERCENT IN 20  
MINUTES OR LESS.

       T H E  T R A C K  I S  still moist in spots, the marbles 

on both sides of the racing line shout “caution,” and the 

maintenance squad has begun to steam clean the roadside 

drainage system. Tension is in the air as we approach 

today’s subject. Only three people have driven this car 

so far without a watchdog in the passenger seat. I’ll be 

number four. 

Over the last 24 months, Porsche’s hand-built, electric-

powered sport sedan—the metallic white Mission E that’s 

charged fully and ready to roll—has clocked less than 200 

miles, most of them until today on the Portimão circuit in 

Portugal. To drive it, you need permission from the board 

of directors and a highly specialized crew trained to deal 

with the bytes and possible bugs that could befall the one-

off, high-voltage prima donna.

This is no stripped-down test mule. It has electric doors, 

windows, and seats. Its cockpit features five animated 

round instruments and a center stack tiled with one big 

touchscreen. The classy, glossy all-black electronic altar 

(not functional at the time of our encounter) is seamless, 

curved, and conveniently arranged, and it will be intuitive 

to use, according to Porsche. Today its functions are 

restricted to the push-button parking brake and the tiny 

three-step R-N-D gear-selector toggle. The ambience is 

clearly more iPad than rotary-dial telephone, but designers 

also applied classic luxury touches including supple 

leather with matching wood and metal accents.

Despite the car’s low H-point and sloping roofline, the 

position of its two comfortable rear seats is surprisingly 

relaxed thanks to the so-called foot garage, a deep recess 

in the floorpan that splits the battery tray. “The production 

version is in essence a C-segment sedan with an almost 

D-size interior,” explains project leader Stefan Weckbach. 

“Visually, the car combines 911 overtones with fresh 

The four-door 

Mission E is more 

compact than 

the Panamera, 

but it’s still quite 

comfortable for 

passengers in  

the back seat.

proportions and very good space utilization even 

though the Mission E is notably more compact than 

the Panamera.”

The Mission E also has a lap timer. “Why not?” says 

project engineer Michael Behr. “This car is smog-free 

but is also a hoot to drive thanks to the low center of 

gravity, the dedicated air suspension, and the precise 

steering. Make no mistake: This is a proper Porsche 

through and through.”

Speaking of proper Porsches, the all-new 911 GT2 RS 

production No. 0001 we’re also getting a chance to play 

with at the brand’s Weissach test facility is a brand-

defining car. One look at its massive, single-decker 

rear wing, flared carbon-fiber sills, and protruding 

horizontal front spoiler is all it takes to understand 

that this is definitely not your neighbor’s 911. Its 

black and red color scheme and its three huge nasal 

air intakes are bound to guarantee more overtaking 

prestige than a pair of cop cars with lights flashing. 
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STEP INTO THE FUTURE  
While its suicide doors are 

concept only, the luxe leather, 
wood, and metal accents will  

make it to the production 
version of the Mission E. 
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TAll those louvers, ducts, splitters, aprons, skirts, and air 

blades scattered like a rash across its muscular body are 

designed to befriend the wind and placate the heat. 

Inside this particular GT2 RS is a driver-focused  

environment. The ultimate 911 has no rear seats, which 

are swapped out for a standard titanium rollcage. The 

manual seat adjustment doesn’t even extend to the 

backrest, but the fragile-looking, thinly padded single-

piece bucket feels tailor-made in the way it holds the 

torso and supports the thighs. There’s no radio or air-

conditioning, no navigation or Sport Chrono bubble on 

the dashboard. All of that is more than OK with us. (Most 

options can be added if you so desire.) 

It’s a car that can practically be operated with your eyes 

closed for anyone who’s driven a modern 911. The shift 

paddles made of carbon fiber instead of cold metal are 

part of the Weissach pack, fitting given the day’s location. 

They’re tucked behind the fully adjustable Alcantara-

swathed steering wheel, which sports a 

much thicker rim and enough clearance 

for the longest legs. The two red stripes 

on the polished PDK transmission shifter 

gate were used before on the 911 R, and 

there’s a silver Weissach plaque affixed to 

the glove-box door. The dashboard layout 

might be ancient, but everything is still 

exactly where it should be.

While the man with a laptop runs final 

tests on the ECU of the Mission E, can I 

please go play with the GT2 RS? Yes, I’m 

going to take it easy—at least until the tires 

reach their working temperature. 

The red belt snaps into a buckle that 

sticks out like a small plastic tongue. The 

dashboard is pure 911 with a twist: When 

you start the engine, a GT2 RS pictogram 

shows up briefly in the display to the right 

of the rev counter. Treading lightly for three 

laps provides a welcome opportunity to 

reacquaint myself with the Weissach track, 

built in 1972. Even the long variant is a 

short circuit with 13 corners, but because of 

the great variety of crests, climbs, descents, 

radii, and surfaces, the roller-coaster drive 

invariably advances pulse rates.

I know all the numbers, and I’ve been 

in this car before. And yet flooring the 

RUNNIN’ DOWN A DREAM 
Unlike what is found inside the 

well-appointed Mission E, the 
GT2 RS cockpit is decidedly 

spartan, but there’s still  
plenty of room for two.
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accelerator for the first time in the most 

powerful 911 ever—managing its mighty 

forward thrust as the engine plays its 

delightful flat sextet through its titanium 

exhaust—is a challenge that requires the 

complete attention of all your senses. This 

is a car that couldn’t care less about mere 

progress, testing the midrange waters, 

cornering at 70 percent, or braking way 

before the experience gets interesting. It 

begs to be whipped—hard.

The nature of Weissach’s miniature 

Nordschleife layout makes it easy to warm 

up the massive ultra-high-performance 

tires. Early on, the front end likes to 

understeer when entering the circuit’s 

two tightest kinks, and the ABS feels 

compelled to step in early. Since it takes 

braver men than me to deactivate PSM, 

the rear end contributes only the odd exit 

wriggle during the temperature-building 

process. As near-maximum grip manifests 

itself, the handling balance becomes so 

sweet and subtle it gives you the chills. 

I’m braking later and later now, 

moving ever closer to the apexes. The 

secret of superfast progress in the GT2 

RS is to let the torque do its job, unwind 

lock early, keep the revs high, and trust 

PSM to sort things out on exit even if the 

second turbo hammer comes down with a 

bang. It’s also essential to keep a firm grip 

on the wheel through every transverse 

ridge, painted curb, and expansion joint. 

My biggest double dare of the day was 

to keep the hoof firmly planted from the 

exit of Weissach’s last bend to the point of 

no return prior to the first right-hander. 

Wide-eyed, I briefly saw 169 mph before 

stomping on the brakes. Next thing I 

remember was a flag, three stern-looking 

faces, and an unhappy cleaner who had to 

start all over again.

While the GT2 RS displays its brilliance 

lap after lap, the Mission E concept shows 

flashes of promise. Porsche just started 

road-testing the first two Panamera-based 

prototypes, and although the chassis of 

this rolling exhibition piece will bear little 

resemblance to the finished product, all 

essential functions are already working to rule. The steering 

is sharp, the suspension inspires confidence, the tires 

stick, the brakes are more than merely competent, and the 

solitary electric motor kicks butt up to 75 mph. From what 

we can tell so far, Porsche’s first all-electric vehicle will not 

compromise driving pleasure. The production plan is to 

make this car a more committed and rewarding drive than 

a top-spec Tesla Model S while exhibiting unconditional 

repeatability at the same time—meaning the batteries 

and the motors must not heat up excessively. The cell 

chemistry and single, highly complex cooling circuit 

must cope with recurrent full discharge cycles. And 

hourlong, high-speed autobahn driving sessions must 

not dramatically shrink the range.

According to those in the know, Porsche is definitely 

considering three Mission E models tentatively rated at 

300 kW/402 hp, 400 kW/536 hp, and 500 kW/670 hp 

with badging that will mirror current lineup offerings. 

All-wheel drive will initially be standard equipment, 

but Porsche might later offer an entry-level rear-drive 

version. The front-wheel-drive module reportedly 

delivers 160 kW/215 hp at 16,000 rpm with a constant 

peak torque of 221 lb-ft. At full boost, Porsche can 

briefly claim some 325 lb-ft. There are two different 

specifications in the works for the rear-drive unit. While 

the base motor is rated at 240 kW/322 hp and 251 lb-ft, 

PHENOMENAL 
MIDRANGE PUNCH 

AND EXPLOSIVE 
FULL-THROTTLE 

ACCELERATION IN 
FOURTH AND  
FIFTH GEAR.



It’s easy to get carried 
away in the GT2 RS at the 
Weissach test facility—as 

easy as it is to be impressed 
by the Mission E.
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the performance version is good for 320 kW/429 hp and 

406 lb-ft, sources say. The two-speed transmission is 

being developed to allow for full-throttle upshifts, and an 

electronically controlled limited-slip rear differential will 

be an option. 

There’s nothing theoretical about the GT2 RS, which like 

the GT3 features rear-wheel steering, plus Porsche’s PASM 

active damper system (the Sport setting is too firm for all but 

perfect roads) and carbon-ceramic brakes. Its combination 

of power, torque, and amazingly impressive handling make 

it the most effective track car in Porsche’s lineup, including 

the other models that carry the GT designation. It’s a 

stark representation of everything Porsche knows about 

producing quick lap times, short of moving the engine in 

front of the rear axle as Porsche Motorsport has done with 

the latest top-dog 911 RSR race car. 

Lap times aside, it is understandable that plenty of folks 

will focus their attention and excitement on the twin-turbo 

powerhouse that growls, roars, shrieks, and yells beneath a 

carbon-fiber lid. Despite the phenomenal midrange punch 

and explosive full-throttle acceleration in fourth and fifth 

gear, the real hell-breaks-lose effect concentrates on the 

final 1,200 rpm compressed between 6,000 rpm and the rev 

limiter. There is simply no letup from the flat-six as it beams 

the car toward 180, 190, 200 mph. 

The Mission E, on the other hand, will never be a Vmax 

hero, although it won’t be a slouch, either, with 0-60-mph 

times in the mid-3-second range for the quickest model with 

a 155 mph top speed. This car aspires to blend speed and 

effortlessness, comfort and charisma, minimum noise and 

maximum response, a real-life range in the neighborhood 

EXPECT THE MISSION E TO 
BE PRICED BETWEEN THE 
CAYENNE AND PANAMERA 

AND IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
OF THE LEAST EXPENSIVE 

TESLA MODEL S—IN THE 
$75,000 TO $80,000 RANGE.
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of 300 miles, and the ability to recharge the batteries to 

at least 80 percent capacity in 20 minutes or less. The 

battery’s energy cells can be charged with an 800-volt 

capacity (a first for a production automaker) or 400-volt 

setup. Synchronous motors with permanent magnets will 

enable superior continuous performance and repeatability 

while weighing less with more compact dimensions.

Expect the Mission E to be priced between the Cayenne 

and Panamera and in the neighborhood of the least 

expensive Tesla Model S, so figure in the $75,000 to $80,000 

range to start. While Porsche’s original goal was to build 

around 20,000 of the high-end EVs per year, the unusually 

euphoric marketing department recently suggested 10,000 

more units be added to the tally. The $294,250 GT2 RS 

is a different story. No matter how many times we ask, 

Porsche won’t reveal precisely how many examples it will 

build of the low-volume model. Unlike the 911 R, which the 

company capped at 991 units, there is no set number, in 

part a response to the resale insanity that engulfed the R 

not long after Porsche delivered those cars. But demand, it 

says, will exceed supply. 

There is much more to come soon from the Weissach 

think tank, such as the proposed fully electric 929-style 

coupe derived from the same DNA, and the all-electric 

Macan replacement. Also arriving, of course, are the GT3 

RS and a Speedster as the last 991 derivatives before the 

all-new 992-series 911 arrives late next year—complete with 

a hybrid power pack, which will be added as soon as the 

market is ready for it. Will the market be ready for the 

Mission E in late 2019? Porsche is about to find out. AM

Beneath Kacher is a water tank 
used to spray the intercooler, 
keeping intake charge temps 

down and engine power  
at its maximum.
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family                      by  

B R E T T  B E R K

photography by  

E V A N  K L E I N

TRACING THE INTERLACED PATHS OF THE KIRCHER SPECIAL  

AND ITS LONG-LOST MERCEDES GULLWING RELATIVE
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W H E N  J A C K  G A L L I VA N  was a boy in 

Salt Lake City, Utah, in the middle of the 

last century, he and his brothers played 

a game. Their father was the publisher 

of The Salt Lake Tribune, the local 

newspaper of record, and in order to 

prove the Trib’s classified section worked, 

they would buy used cars out of the paper. 

“We’d look through the Sunday listings, 

whittle it down, make calls, go visit, and 

take the finalists to the mechanic to check 

them out,” Gallivan says. “Of course, the 

sellers didn’t realize that we were kids 

making the [initial] calls.” 

In the early ’60s, one of the vehicles 

they came across was a 1955 Mercedes 

300 SL Gullwing. Gallivan’s father wasn’t a car connoisseur, but he 

responded to vehicles he found beautiful—classic dual-cowl Lincolns 

such as those driven by the Trib’s owner, an automotive editor’s MG TC, 

and the Volkswagen Karmann Ghia and Jaguar XK140 he purchased. 

The Gullwing was one of these vehicles. “He just fell in love with it,” 

Gallivan says, “the sheer beauty of the thing.”

The family looked at it, but the price was too high. About a year 

later, however, Gallivan’s father was driving with his younger son and 

saw the same car parked in a gas station with a “for sale” sign on it. 

As can happen 
in the life of a 
car enthusiast, 
Gallivan stumbled 
into becoming 
the owner of the 
one-of-a-kind 
Kircher when he 
was on the hunt 
for his Gullwing’s 
original engine, 
which he ran in 
the Colorado 
Grand, at right.
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One of the Gullwing’s mysteries: It arrived in the Gallivans’ 

possession with a nonoriginal engine; the powerplant was from a 

1957 car. Factory-correct drivetrain stampings increase the value 

of a car such as this significantly. “We typically say at least 10 

percent [added value] to be conservative, but I’ve heard figures as 

high as 25 percent,” says Mike Kunz, who runs the Mercedes-Benz 

Classic Center in Irvine, California, a brand subsidiary dedicated 

to preservation and restoration of vintage Benzes. “But at today’s 

values, 10 percent is more than $100,000.”

“My little brother says they just made a U-turn, went back to the 

gas station, and Dad went in and bought the car,” Gallivan says. 

He recalls his father paying around $3,400.

The Gullwing became his daily driver. He drove it to the office. 

He parked it at meters on the street. He let valets park it. “It 

was not something he treated as outrageously special,” Gallivan 

remembers, “but that was how he loved it.” 

Gallivan loved the car, as well, and drove it regularly. “There 

were no restrictions or ‘don’t take my car,’” he says. “It was just 

there.” As his father aged, Gallivan found himself in line to 

receive the Gullwing. “My dad decided early on that he wanted 

to die broke and was liquidating stuff out of his estate,” Gallivan 

says. “I am a junior. His name was John Gallivan, and I am John 

Gallivan Jr., so there was no big challenge in just moving the title 

over to me.”

Gallivan spent his career producing sports programming 

for ABC and ESPN on the East Coast, including airings of the 

Indianapolis 500 and Monaco Grand Prix. Now 76 and retired 

back in Salt Lake City, he thinks of his own fiscal legacy. “I have 

no plans to sell the car,” he says, “but I thought maybe the next 

generation would [benefit from doing so].” 



A STYLIST NAMED  
CHARLIE LYONS  
HAND-BUILT A 
CURVACEOUS BODY 
OUT OF ALUMINUM.  
LIKE MANY HOMEMADE 
SPORTS CARS OF THE 
TIME, IT WAS A BIT OF 
A MASHUP OF ITALIAN  
AND BRITISH LINES.

Given this difference, Gallivan set out to find 

the original engine. He hadn’t been active in 

the collector car community or in researching 

automotive history. But he found a Gullwing 

owners’ group message board and posted a 

question. Does anybody know how the engine I 

have ended up in my car? “It never occurred to me 

to ask,” he says, “or that an engine, missing for 60 

years, would ever reappear.”

He was shocked to soon receive a response 

from a classic car restorer in Missouri named Jeff 

Moore, who ran a shop called The Automotive 

Archeologists. “I have your engine,” Moore wrote. 

“And moreover, it happens to be in the Kircher.”

In the post-WWII era, soldiers returning from 

overseas or assisting in the war effort on the 

homefront put their gearhead field experience to 

good use in the customization and hot-rodding 

of automobiles. According to historians, even 

before the Corvette was launched in 1953, there 

were more than 50 American-made sports-car 

models. Many of these were manufactured in 

limited numbers—by hobbyists, obsessives, or 

entrepreneurs—some with the dream of becoming 

regular production cars, some to be raced in early 

Sports Car Club of America events. Their activity 

was clustered on the coasts, particularly the West 

Coast, but pockets existed nationwide. 
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Familiar with the Jag powertrain, they decided to create a 

clean-sheet racer around an engine and transmission salvaged 

from a wrecked XK120. Kircher designed the drilled chrome-

moly tube frame, rear De Dion suspension, and inboard rear-

wheel drums and safety hubs. The front suspension came from 

the Jag. The steering rack came from an MG. The rear differential 

came from Halibrand. The rest of the bits were either shopped 

or poached. 

A stylist named Charlie Lyons hand-built a curvaceous body 

out of aluminum. Like many homemade sports cars of the time, 

it was a bit of a mashup of Italian and British lines—a Ferrari 

250S mated with a Jaguar D-type. But unlike either of those, it 

had inboard headlamps in the grille, deeply scalloped sides, and 

an intriguing dual-piece construction—the car’s entire top half 

could be unbolted to allow for mechanical massaging. It was 

finished after a year of work. Kircher named it for himself—the 

Charles Hughes of Denver, Colorado, the scion of a wealthy 

local family, developed a passion for speed before the war, 

testing planes for the military and sponsoring vehicles in the 

Indy 500. After the armistice, he further indulged this interest 

by purchasing a Jaguar XK120 to race. He bought the car new 

from Kurt Kircher, who owned the local foreign car shop, Denver 

Import Motors. Kircher was an amateur racer himself who’d had 

some success with a Chrysler Hemi-powered Allard J2X, one of 

the quickest cars of its time, if a bit crude. 

The two became fast friends, quite literally. Kircher had a 

degree in automotive engineering—he’d worked for General 

Motors on post-war V-8s and the Powerglide transmission. 

Hughes had a degree in physics as well as a stellar machine 

shop in his six-car garage. So in the early ’50s, the pair decided, 

according to a history Kircher wrote a few years before his death 

in 2004, “It would be fun to try to build something better.”
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Missouri. Whitlock campaigned it on the vintage 

race circuit in the States, as well as more far-flung 

locales such as New Zealand, Singapore, and 

Malaysia. He had the car cosmetically restored by 

Moore’s Automotive Archeologists and showed it 

at the Amelia Island Concours in 2014. 

The Classic Center’s Kunz spotted the vehicle 

on the field at Amelia that year and immediately 

noticed the big three-pointed star on the hood. “I 

remember walking by the car, and I went, ‘Oh my 

God, who did this?’” Kunz says and laughs. “Not 

knowing there’s a very cool story to who did this.” 

Or that he’d soon be involved in undoing and 

redoing this.

The Gallivans had no history on the origin of 

the 1957 SL engine that came with their Gullwing. 

Neither did they particularly care. “Dad loved the 

car,” Gallivan says. “I don’t think it ever occurred 

to him that it was flawed or imperfect because of 

some mismatch, in part because selling was never 

on the table.” And no one knows why or when 

it was put into the car, why or when the factory 

engine was taken out, and whatever became 

of that alleged Mille Miglia racing engine from 

Stuttgart. But all old car stories are seemingly 

full of incomprehensible apocrypha. “There’s 

a disruption in the continuity that cannot be 

overcome,” Gallivan says. 

Convolutions aside, Gallivan wanted to reunite 

car and engine. Sadly, by the time he made the 

discovery, he’d already sent his Gullwing to the 

Classic Center to have the nonmatching engine 

rebuilt as part of a mechanical restoration. He 

offered Whitlock’s representative, Moore, the 

opportunity for a swap: his rebuilt engine for the 

Kircher Special—and hit the track. The car was fast and handled well. “I do 

not have a list of all the events we participated in,” he wrote. “But we won 

most and never did worse than third in class.”

Still, by the mid-1950s Porsche and Ferrari upped their power games, and 

Kircher and Hughes decided they too needed more. Kircher set his mind on 

installing a fuel-injected straight-six and four-speed from a Mercedes-Benz 

300 SL Gullwing. According to a murky chronology, he apparently found 

a wrecked SL and traded its powertrain to a friend at Mercedes-Benz in 

Germany for a hotted-up race version allegedly prepared for the Mille Miglia. 

Kircher installed it in his car and went to work winning more races. 

Soon after, however, advances such as disc brakes rendered the car’s 

drums somewhat archaic, and the owners decided not to invest in it further. 

The Kircher eventually passed to body-maker Lyons, who apparently traded 

the race engine in it for a stock one from another 300 SL in Colorado 

Springs. It was this factory engine that, again 

mysteriously, came out of the car the Gallivans 

would eventually purchase. (Confused yet? 

You’re not alone. It’s like a game of three-card 

monte with engines.) 

A succession of owners followed—including 

Bugatti collector Carlton Coolidge and the 

Blackhawk Museum—before the Special 

passed into the hands of Court Whitlock in When Kurt Kircher 
and Charles Hughes 
ventured to create 
a racer, they took 
inspiration  
and parts from 
several cars, but 
for racing they 
sought out a  
fuel-injected 
straight-six 
powerplant from  
a Mercedes-Benz 
300 SL Gullwing.
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“YOU’RE EXPOSED FROM THE NIPPLES UP. BUT EVEN   
                  RAIN, IN THE DARK, IMMENSE HEAT POURS   

proper one in the Kircher, whatever its condition. But Whitlock 

was no longer driving the car, and his interest in an updated engine 

was minimal. “He insisted that if I wanted the engine I’d have to 

buy the whole car,” Gallivan says.

After much consternation and bargaining, Gallivan decided to 

go forward with the purchase. Among his two daughters and three 

grandkids, no one really cares about cars—“I’m very concerned 

about this,” he jokes—so he viewed his plan as an investment in 

their future financial stability. Still, he felt obliged to write his 

family a note. “I am 75 years old. I have migraine auras, macular 

degeneration, ringing ears, some kind of weird outcropping on my 

kidney, a bladder condition, one bad hip, and two bad knees,” he 

wrote, wryly. “Today I bought a race car.”

The engine in the Kircher needed a complete rebuild before it 

could return to where it belonged in the SL. While this occurred at 
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  IN THE COLD OF THE NIGHT, IN THE    
  THROUGH THAT FIREWALL”

were familiar. We were not prepared, however, for the 

tractability. The Kircher’s front overhang is shorter than a 

Gullwing’s, so the turning circle is tighter. The suspension 

setup and ride quality is superior, more pliant and less 

unpredictable compared to the sporadically terrifying 

swing axles on the factory car. 

But the real difference is in the speed. Because of its 

stripped-down interior, aluminum body, and drilled frame, 

the Kircher is hundreds of pounds lighter than a standard 

SL, closer in spec to one of the rare aluminum-bodied 

Gullwings. And because of the side exhausts exiting just 

aft of the front right wheel, the straight-six’s sound is both 

more proximal and more intoxicating, a guttural snarl not 

usually associated with Mercedes of the era. Although it’s 

fussy like all old sports cars, it just wants to go at all times. 

Of course, it also has to stop—a bit harrowing 

with four-wheel drum brakes and a weirdly 

offset pedal. And because it is lipstick red and 

doesn’t look like any other vehicle ever made, 

when it does stop at lights and intersections, 

it tends to draw attention—especially when 

people notice the badge above the grille. “That’s 

a Mercedes?” people ask. It’s like an unimagined 

fantasy come to life.

Thinking about the vehemence with which 

marques such as Ferrari go after infringements 

on their intellectual property, we ask Kunz how 

he feels about the Kircher sporting this salad-

plate-sized three-pointed star on its nose. 

“We object to things like that when you see a 

Star on a Gazelle, one of those 540K replicars,” 

he replies. “Because people won’t know that 

that really is not a Mercedes. But this? The guy 

wanted more power, to be more competitive 

in racing, so he chose Mercedes-Benz. I think 

there’s nothing wrong with that.” 

We concur. We would even venture to say it’s 

special. AM

the Classic Center, Gallivan decided to have the rebuilt, unmatched straight-six 

from his dad’s car installed in the racer. His plan was to have it ready in time to 

drive it in the Colorado Grand, a 1,000-mile historic tour through the Rockies. 

After this, he would sell it. 

The Kircher has no top or windshield to speak of. It also lacks windows, 

ventilation, a stereo, a driver’s side door, a speedometer, or any other modern 

comforts. “You’re exposed from the nipples up. You have no protection. But 

even in the cold of the night, in the rain, in the dark, immense heat pours 

through that firewall,” Gallivan says. Yet despite all of this, he fell in love with 

the Special. “The car is so endearing,” he concedes. “It’s magic, and it’s very 

lucky for me. I mean, I got the engine reunited, and I had this great experience 

with it. I just think I will hold onto it as long as I can.”

Gallivan was kind enough to share the magic with us, allowing us to 

drive his one-off race car. We’ve had the good fortune of getting behind the 

wheel of a few 300 SLs, so the stiff four-speed shifter and period VDO gauges 
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October 19-21, 2017BARRETT- 

JACKSON, 

MANDALAY 

BAY RESORT 

AND CASINO, 

LAS VEGAS

1991  
NISSAN FIGARO 
Sold $20,350
Nissan’s cute, retro-inspired kei-class 
microcar is catching on Stateside now 
that 25-year federal importation laws 
allow the Japanese-market Figaro into 
the country. With a 987-cc engine, 
the little car is anything but quick, 
but that misses the point. Park this 
tiny city car next to any modern-day 
supercar and see which one gets more 
attention and smiles. We most often 
see Figaros trade in the low to mid- 
teens, so this was a fairly strong result.

1966  
FIAT 500 ABARTH
Sold $38,500
This vintage Cinquecento is said to have 
been imported recently from Italy with 
all modifications already performed. 
Barrett-Jackson referred to the car as a 
Fiat-Abarth, though this is actually just 
a stock 500 tarted up to look a little like 
a bastardized Abarth 695 with a larger 
700-cc engine, LED lighting, rear engine 
lid props, and modern wheels and 
steering wheel. Huge, huge money for a 
tiny 500 resto-mod, but someone clearly 
had to have it. 

1955  
NASH METROPOLITAN
Sold $18,150
The Metropolitan was American automaker 
Nash’s experiment at marketing a 
European-style city car in the U.S. It was 
actually built entirely in England with 
bodies by coachbuilder Fisher & Ludlow 
and powertrains and final assembly by 
Austin. This example looks to have been 
restored to a reasonably strong level and is 
powered by a 1.2-liter Austin four-cylinder 
mated to a “three on the tree” manual 
transmission. Right on the money for the 
condition, especially if you love purple.  

1977  
HONDA CIVIC
Sold $15,400
In case you haven’t noticed, vintage Japanese 
cars are picking up steam in the marketplace. 
This first-generation Civic, with its interesting 
Compound Vortex Controlled Combustion 
engine that burned so cleanly that no 
catalytic converter was needed, was the 
first Japanese economy car of its type to go 
mainstream in the U.S. market. Garage-stored 
and highly original with just 19,000 miles on 
the odometer, this will be an excellent car 
to both drive and show. Try to find another 
example as well-kept as this one.
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10th-annual Las Vegas sale 

was held in the shadow of the 

horrific mass shooting there 

just weeks beforehand, leading 

some to wonder how the 

event would fare. Miraculously, 

Barrett-Jackson reported an 

all-time record attendance, 

with roughly 74,000 people 

packing the halls of the 

Mandalay Bay Resort and 

Casino. It also auctioned seven 

cars for various charities, 

including a 900-mile 2007 

Ford Shelby Super Snake that 

brought a whopping $1 million 

for the Injured Police Officers 

Fund, which benefits first 

responders. In total,  

$30.6 million worth of vehicles 

were sold in Las Vegas, and 

thanks to Barrett-Jackson’s 

mostly no-reserve format, 

almost every last one of the 

nearly 700 cars to cross the 

block found new owners. 

Here’s a closer look at four of 

the more interesting small cars  

that had both buyers and 

sellers feeling lucky in Vegas. 
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SNAKES ALIVE! 

B U Y  A N  E A R LY  V I P E R  W I T H O U T  G ET T I N G  D E FA N G E D

1992-2002 Dodge Viper

       L A U N C H E D  I N  1 9 9 2 ,  the first-generation Dodge 
Viper RT/10 roadster was about as sparse and raw as 
anything new you could buy at the time. The production 
car retained much of the concept’s wild appeal and 
boasted a truck-based 8.0-liter V-10 engine good for 400 
horsepower and 465 lb-ft of torque—more than enough 
power to grab attention. It didn’t have traction or 
stability control—or exterior door handles. The flexible 
plastic side windows were removable. A fabric top was 
optional. (A hard fiberglass version was made available 
in 1994.) Driving the car was like going 10 rounds in 
a heavyweight prize fight—drivers emerged tired, beat 
up, and overheated while taking care not to burn their 
legs on the side-pipe exhaust.

The big news for the second-generation Viper was the 
introduction of the GTS coupe with 450 hp in 1996. This 
car, launched in the now-iconic blue with white stripe 
livery, was a Shelby Daytona Coupe of sorts for a new age, 
complete with a double-bubble roof for helmet clearance. 
Although the car was still plenty raw, niceties such as 
air-conditioning, power windows and locks, and airbags 
were now part of the package. The RT/10 roadsters 
received similar upgrades from ’97 on (plus ABS from 
2001). The second-generation car ended production in 
2002 to make way for the all-new, third-gen Viper.  

So which early Viper is the best to buy today? 
Bernie Katz of ViperExchange/BJ Motors in Tomball, 
Texas—the self-proclaimed largest Viper dealer in the 
world—shared his insights with us.  

Viper owners are getting 
younger.
BK: There’s a whole new 
generation of buyers. I see the 
next generation really getting 
involved in buying the older 
Vipers. To them, it’s really  
the last of the American 
muscle cars.

Prices have hit bottom and 
are on the rise.
BK: We’ve definitely seen an 
increase in prices for these 
cars. I think we have some 
influence on driving the 
market a little bit. The cars 
are moving fairly quickly; the 
collector interest is definitely 
there. The 1992 first-year cars 
are getting hard to find. I’ve 
been searching high and low 
to find them.

Interested in an investment-
grade Viper? Try these ... 
BK: The ’98 GTS-R [only 100 
built for racing homologation 
purposes] and the American 
Club Racer (ACR) models of 
the gen-two coupes—especially 
the ’01 and ’02 cars because 
they had ABS. The ’96 GTS, 
they built 1,166 cars. And 
the car that’s actually a little 
bit more collectible, in my 
opinion, is the ’97. They had 

so much demand for the ’96 
blue-and-white GTS that 
they built 435 ’97s. The way 
you differentiate them is the 
stripes don’t go all the way 
through the trunk hatch as 
the ’96s do.

Are there any strengths or 
weaknesses to early Vipers?
BK: The gen-two cars are 
very modifiable between ’94 
and ’99 because of the forged 
internals. Also, the cars are 
very hand-built, so you have a 
lot [of assembly] with shims. 
You’re going to have door 
sag on gen twos. Earlier cars 
had issues with leaking head 
gaskets, so you’re going to 
want to check for that. AM

W H AT  T O  PAY *

1992 RT/10: $27,900

1996 GTS: $36,500

2002 RT/10: $42,500

2002 GTS: $48,500

*Average value sourced    

  from Hagerty

1996 DODGE VIPER GTS WITH
DOUBLE-BUBBLE ROOF FOR HELMET CLEARANCE



READY-TO-BOLT-ON

Functional Footwear. For Your Vehicle.

FOR THE CONDITIONS YOU DRIVE IN

‘17 Ford F-150 4WD Super Cab
265/70R17 Bridgestone Blizzak DM-V2

17x8 Sport Edition TK6

Call our sales specialists or shop by vehicle at www.tirerack.com/winter

Build your own at www.tirerack.com/snowSAMPLE PACKAGES

Tire Rack’s Winter Tire & Wheel Packages make changing to winter 
tires easy and effi cient. These high quality, vehicle-specifi c 
fi tments arrive ready to bolt on your vehicle. 

Packages include free scratchless mounting and free 
Hunter Road Force™ balancing. Plus, all necessary 
hardware is included at no additional cost!

©2017 Tire Rack

WHAT ABOUT TPMS?
If your vehicle is equipped with a direct tire pressure monitoring system, we can 
recommend wheels that are compatible with its sensors. An extra set of sensors is 
also available for most systems, and can arrive pre-installed on your package!

‘17 Toyota Prius C One
175/65R15 Michelin X-Ice Xi3

15x6 Sport Edition CS1

‘17 Chrysler 300S AWD
235/60R18 Continental WinterContact SI

18x8 Sport Edition F11

‘18 Audi A4 Allroad Premium
225/55R17 Pirelli Winter Sottozero 3

17x7.5 Sport Edition A8-2
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 Enkei Tuning   Raijin 
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 Bremmer Kraft   BR16 
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 O.Z.   Leggera HLT 
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 ANDROS   R10 
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 O.Z.   Hyper GT HLT 
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 Sparco   Assetto Gara 
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 ANDROS   R9 
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 O.Z.   Alleggerita HLT 
 16  17  18 
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 Sparco   Pro Corsa 
 17  18 

 Sparco   Terra 
 15  16  17 

 Sparco   Trofeo 5 
 17  18 

 Advanti DST   HD Hydra 
 18  19  20 

BRAKES SUSPENSION

®

1
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2
 18  19  20 

3
 18  19  20 

A HUGE SELECTION OF OVER 1,400 DIFFERENT WHEELS
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2. 1. 

3. 

INDYCAR 2018

You see more of the tire ramp 

detail, how it’s integrated into the 

sidepod. The open-wheel concept 

is very evident.

The best view of the car’s sleekness. The 

shape follows the nose’s tip and tapers up 

and back down. The sidepod here has a 

shape that plunges as you go down the side 

of the car. Note that the bodywork piece 

that used to block a sponsor’s logo is gone. 

The side impact structure is where the 

Honda logo is. 

America’s open-wheel series  

gets a new look and, hopefully,  

even better racing

The underwing points back toward the rear wheel. 

The underwing’s opening is in the same shape,  

but gone is what was known as the “sponsor  

blocker” on the side. The bodywork “Coke-bottles” 

toward the back of the car now, where with the 

previous design it was mostly filled in. This design 

manipulates the air from the underwing to create  

a suction effect.

by M A C 

M O R R I S O N
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5. 

4. 

V E R I Z O N  I N D Y C A R  S E R I E S  officials have called the new race 

car design for their 2018 season “reverse engineering.” In other 

words, make it look good first and then dial in performance.

The series is still in the days of early returns, with the car’s 

running limited so far to off-season testing, but it appears 

IndyCar accomplished both objectives. Drivers have said the 

new sleek shape creates a smaller aerodynamic wake, which 

should allow trailing cars to have more stability so passes 

become less about drafting. Ideally, better racing follows.

The process of outfitting the series’ Dallara IR-12 chassis 

with a new aerodynamic kit began in the spring of 2016, with 

initial designs from Dallara and Chris Beatty, a U.K.-based 

concept-design and 3D-animation consultant. IndyCar officials 

orchestrated the rest, taking input from teams and drivers. 

The result is a look that harks back to IndyCar’s early 1990s 

cart heyday. A lower engine cover and smaller wings provide 

a long, lean profile. Gone are the bulky rear wheel guards no 

one liked, and the front wings are tidy and pleasing to the eye.

 This design should be safer if for no other reason than it 

has fewer breakable pieces. Side-impact protection improves 

significantly with the joining of two bulkheads ahead of the 

The front wing shape and endplates are new. 

IndyCar has tapered back the wing rather  

than keeping it perpendicular to the center  

of the tub. Now it narrows primarily for looks, 

but it also reduces some drag.

The simplicity of  

the new aero kits, 

seen here in the 

speedway trim,  

is evident. Details 

such as the 

endplate curves 

stand out. 
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A U T O M O B I L E  P L U S

radiator. The unitary construction is designed to 

absorb loads from all directions, and the structure 

is 8 to 10 inches wider at the driver’s hips. The 

tops of the sidepods are designed to exceed FIA 

requirements, with the oil and water radiators 

moved forward, adding cushioning.

 A wider leading edge mitigates the chance 

of another car’s wheel climbing on top of the 

underwing. The rear wing and front-wing main 

planes are smaller, and the centerline wicker from 

the nose of the car to the cockpit is tapered—an 

aerodynamic device intended to prevent the car 

from lifting off the ground when it spins.

Drivers asked for more downforce to come 

from underneath the car—instead of on top, using 

the wings—and the new design in road course/

short oval configuration puts 66 percent of the 

downforce there, an increase of 19 percent. Overall 

downforce, however, decreases.

“It’s going to be way different from what we’ve 

been used to the last three years, which is going 

to change all the setups, it’s going to change the 

driving style. So the field could be mixed up, which 

is good, and I think the racing is going to be better,” 

says defending series champion Josef Newgarden 

(see page 101). “I think the cars are going to be 

difficult to drive in one way, and they’re going to 

be easier in another. They’re going to move around 

a lot more because they have less downforce, but 

they also move in a better attitude. They’re much 

more progressive. They’re not as snappy.”

The 2.2-liter twin-turbo, 700-plus horsepower 

V-6 engines from Honda and Chevrolet remain. 

Modeling indicates oval-track qualifying speeds 

for the Indianapolis 500 should be comparable to 

2017. Scott Dixon won last year’s pole with a four-

lap average of 232.164 mph. The 17-race season 

opens with a March 11 race in St. Petersburg, 

Florida. The Indy 500 is May 27. AM

Removal of the old 

rear wheel guards 

exposes the rear wheels 

completely, a hallmark 

of open-wheel cars. The 

rear wing is significantly 

smaller than in the past, 

about 60 percent the 

size of the previous one.

PFC is the sole 

brake supplier. 

In 2017, IndyCar 

used carbon 

PFC and Brembo 

rotors. This 

PFC package 

includes rotors, 

pads, calipers, 

and mounting 

hardware.

New heat vents 

are in place for 

the exhaust 

system below. 

There wasn’t a 

problem with 

radiated heat in 

the past, but this 

helps prevent 

bodywork from 

burning when the 

car is stationary.
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6. 

7. 

8. 

The F1-style airbox inlet is 

removed from above the driver’s 

head, giving the car a sleek, lower 

profile. This shape follows the 

contour of the tub, tapering to a 

sharp point at the back.

Notice how visible the tires 

are. The rear wing shape is 

nice and low, and you can see 

through the roll hoop. This is 

a good view of what is a more 

classic-looking Indy car.

This is the road course/short 

oval rear wing. The endplate is 

sculpted down to make sure it 

doesn’t get into the tires.
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LEAD FOLLOW

Sonoma. He has almost a canine sensitivity to subtle changes in 

noise or pace, a knack for sniffing out an impending yellow flag 

and being ready for it. He’s a guy racers can trust with their ass 

whether they know his name or not, though a great many do.

For the weekend I attach myself to his small cadre. Early 

mornings are spent in three Mazda pace cars: the Mazda6, a 

hard-worn and much-loved RX-8, and a practically new MX-5 

Cup car. Orcutt and the No. 2 pace-car driver, Matt Connolly, 

trade me between their right seats, testing my knowledge of flags 

and the race course over sessions of sighting laps. Connolly asks 

how much time I’ve spent at Mazda Raceway. Around a hundred 

laps is my guess. He nods appreciatively. I ask him the same. 

“About 4,000,” he replies nonchalantly. 

Not long after, Orcutt and Connolly hand the wheel to me—

literally. The tight confines of the rollcaged MX-5 Cup car dictate 

a removable racing wheel. Despite its pace-car livery, the MX-5 

still has a “Put me in coach!” feeling to it. The car has kept its 

deep, stiff OMP race seats, five-point belts, and window nets. 

There is no insulation, and the doors have been transformed into 

flexy hollowed skins while a massive, gray steel cage takes over 

the work of keeping the car stiff. The two-way radio is tucked out 

of sight next to the driver’s left knee, and a little red button on 

the Momo wheel can key it. A line of switches reaches across the 

top of the dash: battery, trans cooler, a well-protected button for 

the fire system, and the toggles controlling strobes on the corners 

of the car and the Whelen lightbar overhead. 

Orcutt watches me intently as I steadily build speed. He’s an 

intimidating presence—not saying a word—but whatever hurdle 

I was meant to clear, I do. When Orcutt and Connolly saddle up 

L O T S  O F  T R A C K S  get fogged in. Few seem so determined about 

it as Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca on summer mornings. While 

race cars crackle to life in the infield, Robert Orcutt steers a 

Mazda6 out onto the circuit. A bank of lights flash yellow across 

the roof and light up the haze. It’d be beautiful if only we could 

see where this pace car is going. “Good morning, race control,” 

Orcutt says into a two-way radio, a declaration more than a 

salutation. It’s 7:45 a.m., and the chief pace-car driver’s long day 

is just getting started.

On Saturday morning, the first race day of the Monterey 

Pre-Reunion the week before the Rolex Monterey Motorsports 

Reunion main event, I thought I had an idea of what it’d be 

like to drive a pace car. I’ve followed one around, after all, and 

watched them dart into traffic too many times to count. I thought 

I knew Laguna well, too, and believed that after many track days 

and driving schools I’d become reasonably quick there. By 8 a.m., 

I’d disabused myself of all those notions.

For 20 minutes you can’t see a thing. You can’t see the next 

corner. You can’t see the flag stands. You can’t see traffic or the two 

other pace cars circling in the mist. These early morning sessions 

are run for a reason: Asking someone to race in these conditions, 

on a wet and slippery track, would be damned dangerous. As the 

fog burns off and corners emerge, it takes an experienced set of 

hands to make the call when the track is ready for a race.

That’s Orcutt’s call to make. 

After years dancing around the edges of professional racing in 

Porsche GT3s, Orcutt took on the role of coach as his day job. He’s 

quick, as you’d expect. What his resume doesn’t boast is how well 

he knows Northern California racetracks like Laguna Seca and 

LEARNING TO DRIVE A PACE CAR  

IS FRIGHTENING, FURIOUS FUN

by  C H R I S  C A N T L E 

photography by  J U L I A  L A P A L M E
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into Turn 1. Corner cleared, the racers give it everything they’ve 

got. The clamor is indescribable. All that madness happens inches 

away from you, and you put it there. It’s an incredible feeling.

There are others. The wildest is the one you get looking up into 

your mirror and realizing the thousands of Trans-Am horsepower 

bottled up behind you are making it shake. The trembling view of 

white Mustangs and Sunoco blue Camaros headed up the Rahal 

Straight into the Corkscrew is as magnetic as anything on Earth. 

Orcutt notices its hypnotic effect on me and reaches to jerk the 

wheel when my attention drifts, an effective lesson.

It goes on like that through the weekend and into the next. 

Connolly is driving the pace car when an E-type goes into the tires, 

and he hustles out for a long double yellow. I find myself weirdly 

jealous. Crowds descend for the Reunion. The line for hot laps 

grows. I get a little more track time. To my immense satisfaction 

Orcutt’s scolding is mostly limited to my reversing skills. 

The big test arrives. We’re pacing Group 4A, one of the hottest 

fields. Out of our sight, a car goes off, then another. The double 

yellow drops with the leaders in Turn 10. Orcutt somehow already 

has our lights on. “Go, pace car, go,” crackles over the radio. Up 

the hill as hard as the Mazda6 can manage. Not panicked but 

urgent, because a pack of Porsche 935s and big-block Corvettes 

has trailed through Turn 11. 

We’ve only got 100 feet to go, but they’ve got a 100-mph head 

start. The pack aims at our abbreviated track out—right under 

the bridge. Right where we’ll be tough to see. Pulling out seems 

suicidal. We pull out. We stick to the left, caning the ever-living 

hell out of the Mazda. It’s a safe car. Caged. Crumple zones. For an 

instant I’m aware of the idea that we’d come out ahead in a crash—

mass being what it is—and that the Porsche hardly has any at all. 

But then I’m aware that a bullet isn’t especially massive, either. 

We clench up a little. In an instant we have a rearview full 

of 935s. They’re all over the brakes, then sawing and weaving, 

goosing the throttle and braking. But they’re safe. Slowed up and 

tucked in, gnarly and snarling and unknowingly behind a very 

wide-eyed pace-car driver’s apprentice. AM

the Mazda6 and the RX-8 for VIP laps, they leave me in the MX-5 

to chase them around and get a feel for the car on my own.

To my surprise, Orcutt climbs in next to me early in the 

afternoon race sessions and points me to pit lane. He’s cool as 

can be, coaching me into position. I’m climbing out of my skin. 

In the rearview I can see a field of tiny Formula Junior cars filing 

in behind me in perfect columns. With a minute to go before we 

lead the field on track, Orcutt flips on the strobes.

You don’t have to be a veteran racer to lead the field out. Don’t 

stall the car on the gentle uphill of pit lane. Take it nice and 

easy cutting across the blend line. Pace-car drivers keep the pace 

mellow. About 30 mph seems to work. Their goal is a good start. 

At Laguna, that means a field of cars packed thick and orderly as 

they descend the hill between turns 9 and 10. A quick call from 

race control determines your actions: “Looking good, pace car. 

Lights out.” That means you turn off the strobes just after Rainey 

Curve and prepare yourself for a last-second dart into pit lane. 

As the pace car heads off, all hell breaks loose on track. Three 

dozen egos funnel into the same corner at the same time, trying 

to sneak an advantage up the long hill toward the green flag and 

Cantle waits 
for word the 
track at Mazda 
Raceway 
Laguna Seca 
is ready 
so that his 
chance to 
lead racers 
as a pace-car 
driver can 
begin.

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE

A VETERAN RACER  TO  

LEAD THE FIELD OUT. 

DON’T STALL THE CAR  

ON THE GENTLE UPHILL  

OF PIT LANE. TAKE IT  

NICE AND EASY CUTTING  

ACROSS THE BLEND LINE.  

PACE-CAR DRIVERS KEEP 

THE PACE MELLOW.

↓↓
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Alpinestars 
Suits 

$550 and up,  

alpinestars.com

For weekend warriors or 

holders of an FIA Super License, 

Alpinestars has the requisite 

race-day apparel. For the casual 

racer, the Delta suit ($550), 

pictured, is a perfect starting 

point, with the GP Race suit 

($700) and GP Tech suit 

($1,750) fitting the bill  

as you require more  

protection. For crew  

members, keep your  

hands safe and grippy  

during pit stops  

with the new  

Tech M glove  

($150). 

Racing  
Radio Kits

$1,545,  

racingradios.com

If you participate in 

events that require 

communication with your 

crew, you’ll need a race 

radio setup. The experts 

at racingradios.com have 

complete plug-and-play 

kits for all requirements 

and price points. For the 

endurance racer, the Long 

Track System ($1,545 

base) is perfect. For fans 

in the stands, the Uniden 

BC75XLT with RR headset 

($175) keeps you apprised 

of the race chatter. 

MOTORSPORTS 
BLOWOUT
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AiM Solo GPS 
Lap Timer
$699, aim-sportline.com

The AiM Solo is a top option 

for drivers and teams that 

need honest info. With 

automatic GPS lap-time 

recording, configurable pages, 

preloaded circuit layouts, and 

custom scenarios, the Solo is 

about as good as it gets for 

amateur data collection. 

Montblanc 
TimeWalker  
Chronograph 
Rally Timer
$40,000, montblanc.com

For a watch you can use as a 

laptimer in the pits and turn 

around and wear to a nice 

dinner, check out the Montblanc 

Timewalker Rally Timer. Designed 

as a throwback to the popular 

Minerva dash timers from years 

ago, the manual-wind Rally 

Timer offers three different 

configurations: Wear it on your 

wrist, use the integrated case 

stand as a desk clock, or mount 

it in your race car. We know, we 

know—it costs a fortune. But 

we never stop dreaming. 

Stilo ST5 GT 
Carbon Helmet 
$1,915 and up,  

stilo-usa.com

Safety takes priority over 

aesthetics when it comes to 

racing helmets. With the Stilo 

ST5 GT Carbon, you don’t 

have to choose one or the 

other, thanks to full carbon-

fiber construction and sleek, 

purposeful design. Indeed,  

it’s not just another pretty 

face. Each ST5 is Snell  

SA-2015 certified with 

available hookups for 

ventilation, hydration,  

and radio. 

              W H E T H E R  Y O U ’ R E  O N  the grid, working 

in the pits, spectating from the stands, or camped out at 

home in front of the TV, you need the right stuff to quench 

your motorsports appetite. From helmets to coolers, we’ve 

compiled a list of killer gear to get you started.
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Scale Models 
$40 and up, pasteiners.com

If you still haven’t gotten your fill of 

the new Ford GT, check out Maisto’s 

new Special Edition 2017 Ford GT 1/18 

diecast model ($40), available in a range 

of colors. If you’re a fan of the Bow Tie, 

make sure you put an order in for the 

Autoart Chevrolet Corvette C7.R 1/18 

($130) in Plain White. 
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Hot Wheels 
Entertainment  

Forza Motorsport 
Five-Car Set

$25, toysrus.com

Hot Wheels teamed up with the 

folks behind the Forza franchise to 

develop its newest Entertainment 

set. This five-car pack features 

castings of a Pagani Huayra, 

BMW 3.0 CSL, 2016 Ford GT race 

car, Porsche 911 GT3 RS, and a 

Porsche 356 Speedster, allowing 

you to still have some car-related 

fun when the track is rained out. 

Fernando 
Alonso 2017 

Indy 500 Mini 
Bell Helmet 

Replica
$150, bellracing.com

Can’t make it to the 

track? Plunk this half-

scale Bell helmet on your 

desk to inspire daydreams. 

Bell replicas are available 

in a wide variety of 

liveries, but we’re partial 

to this limited-edition 

(2,000 copies) Fernando 

Alonso 2017 Indy 500 lid.

How to Make  
Your Car Handle 

$30, amazon.com

A standard reference point for nearly a 

half century, this is an excellent guide 

for those looking to slice a few more 

seconds off his or her time at the track. 

Some of the info sets are a touch dated, 

but for the essentials of car setup it 

remains an invaluable resource today. 
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Helinox  
Chair Zero

$120, rei.com

You need somewhere to sit when 

you’re not driving on the track, but 

space is a commodity when your car 

is packed to the brim with race gear. 

The Helinox Chair Zero is a perfect 

solution. The low seat is collapsible 

into a small cylindrical shape and 

weighs just a pound, so it won’t get 

in the way of tires or a rolling jack. 

Kiehl’s Sunscreen
$25 and up, kiehls.com

Maybe it’s just us, but we’re sick 

of ruining our helmet padding with 

thick, greasy sunscreen. For a light 

alternative, try Kiehl’s Facial Fuel UV 

Guard ($38), a low-viscosity lotion 

that absorbs quickly. For the rest of 

your body, pick up some Activated 

Sun Protector Spray Lotion ($25). 

Yeti Tundra  
45 Cooler
$350, yeti.com

To keep your water 

bottles cool in the pits 

or your beer frosty 

in the infield, grab a 

Yeti Tundra 45. Yeti 

is a gold standard in 

the cooler space with 

extreme ruggedness 

and an uncanny ability 

to keep contents cold 

for extended periods 

of time. If this is too 

big/too small, check 

out yeti.com. There’s 

sure to be a perfect 

size for your needs. 

Goal Zero 
Nomad 7

$100,  

goalzero.com

Aside from making 

car interiors miserably 

hot, the copious 

sunlight on race day 

can help you charge 

your phone. The 

GoalZero Nomad 

7 solar-powered 

charger is our pick, 

with weatherproof 

construction and two 

USB chargeports  

for handheld  

12-volt devices. 
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Serengeti 4500  
24 Hour Le Mans

$180, serengeti-eyewear.com

Pulling inspiration from France’s famed 24-hour race, the 

Serengeti 4500 24H Le Mans is a stylish way to shield your 

eyes on the circuit or in the stands. Along with lightweight 

construction and polarized lenses available in three colors, 

each pair comes adorned with special “24H” badges. 

Video Games
$60, various retailers

The past year was a great 

one for racing-game 

junkies. No matter the 

system or preference, 

software developers were 

hard at work, churning  

out Forza Motorsport 7,  

(Xbox One, PC) Gran 

Turismo Sport (PlayStation 

4), Project Cars 2 (Xbox 

One, PlayStation 4, PC), 

and F1 2017 (Xbox One, 

PlayStation 4, PC, Mac). 

Thrustmaster  
TS-XW Racer  
Sparco P310 
Competition Mod
$649, thrustmaster.com

Once you pick your game, give 

Thrustmaster a look. The racing 

peripheral maker is a great 

option in realistic racing wheel 

design, and it just released a new 

setup for the Xbox One and PC 

crowds. The new Sparco P310 

is a faithful recreation of the 

real thing, and it comes with a 

pedal set and TS-XW servo. Not 

a Sparco fan? The TS-XW is 

compatible with other branded 

wheels from Thrustmaster. AM
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TAKING ON 

TESLA WILL 

BE TOUGH, 

BUT THIS 

NEW CHALLENGER 

ISN’T YOUR 

AVERAGE STARTUP

POLESTAR

by N E L S O N  I R E S O N 
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Polestar  

CEO Thomas 

Ingenlath  

introduced 

Polestar as 

a carmaker, 

saying its new 

cars will not be 

based directly 

on Volvos.

       TA C K L I N G  T H E  T E S L A  empire head-on might seem 

a bit less daunting than it once did given the Model 3’s 

much-publicized production issues, but don’t expect those 

hiccups to last. You better have your AC/DC game wired 

up tight if you expect to make a significant dent in the 

market share of the global leader in all-electric-powered 

transportation. 

Polestar is yet another emerging brand with grand 

designs on becoming a bona fide Tesla challenger, although 

unlike some of the other startups we’ve seen run into 

trouble and delays, it might be able to make a go of it given 

who’s behind it. The new entity is born from the nexus of 

Volvo’s engineering prowess and the tremendous vision 

(and bank account) of Volvo Cars owner and Zhejiang Geely 

Holding Group chairman Li Shufu. You might remember 

Polestar as the Swedish automaker’s in-house performance 

arm. While you’ll still be able to get your Polestar-tuned 

Volvos, the Chinese-based brand will now stand on its own 

and produce cars not directly based on production Volvos. 

Due by mid-2019, Polestar’s first offering—the Polestar 1—

isn’t an all-electric car at all but rather a high-performance 

plug-in hybrid coupe with up to 93 miles of range in full 

electric mode. Two more cars are coming right behind 

it, however, that will be EV only and have been explicitly 

designed to take on the Model 3 and the expected Model Y 

compact crossover. 

Polestar aims to one-up Tesla with a completely dealer-

free experience—a business model that might face even 

more of a challenge in the U.S. than Tesla’s wholly owned 

dealer model. The entire Polestar process is designed to 

be digital from end to end. A customer need never leave 

the house, let alone set foot in a Polestar dealership, to test 

drive, subscribe, and get exactly the car they want delivered 

to their door. 

Nonetheless, there will be Polestar stores—called “Spaces” 

in Polestarspeak—where customers can access expert staff 

for assistance in demonstration or explanation of any 

features, as well as assisting in the subscription process. 

The Polestar Spaces will be kept 

separate from Volvo showrooms, 

with the first Space planned to 

open in the first quarter of 2019. 

We’ve been told not to expect more 

than two or three Polestar Spaces 

in the U.S. at launch. 

You might have noticed a couple 

of references to a subscription plan. 

Polestar doesn’t want to sell cars; 

it wants to deliver them through 

an all-inclusive subscription. In 

theory, it boils down to one single 

flat monthly payment with no 

deposit that covers all costs of 

owning the car, from depreciation 

to insurance to maintenance, for a 

period of either two or three years. 

The maintenance portion of the 

plan even includes pickup and delivery at the customer’s 

convenience. A range of concierge services are expected to 

be included in the subscription plan. The Polestar 1 will 

also reportedly be available for actual purchase rather than 

subscription on a case-by-case basis—whatever that means. 

Our sources tell us the car will retail for about $150,000  

to start.

With a front/rear combustion/electric split, the Polestar 

1 will reportedly generate a combined total of 600 hp and 

738 lb-ft of torque, putting it roughly on par with Mercedes-

AMG’s stout twin-turbo V-12. Instead of a single giant lump 

of metal powering the Polestar 1, the performance coupe 

uses a turbocharged and supercharged version of Volvo’s 

2.0-liter Drive-E engine to drive the front wheels (with  

343 hp and 295 lb-ft of torque) and a pair of electric motors 

combined through a planetary gear set to drive the rears. 

Despite all that power and torque, max speed is limited to 

155 mph, with top speed in electric mode capped at 100 mph. 

In its “Pure” all-electric mode, the Polestar 1 generates  

218 horsepower. The car’s 34-kWh battery relies on an as-yet-

unspecified battery chemistry that’s not yet in production 

POLESTAR 1 WILL REPORTEDLY 

GENERATE A COMBINED TOTAL OF  

600 HP AND 738 LB-FT OF TORQUE, 

PUTTING IT ROUGHLY ON PAR WITH 

AMG’S STOUT TWIN-TURBO V-12.

P R O G R E S S
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Akebono six-piston brake calipers grab 15.7-inch front discs 

when it’s time to slow things down. 

If all of this sounds exactly like your cup of Swedish-

tinged, Chinese-made tea, you’re probably going to have 

to wait in line to have a sip. Only 500 will be released 

globally per year, according to Polestar.

So what about those two Polestars to come? Polestar 2 

is expected to reach production in late 2019 and will be 

the group’s first battery electric sedan. The design brief? A 

midsized car that will “join the competition around the Tesla 

Model 3.” Polestar 3 will be a larger battery electric crossover 

and will follow sometime after the Polestar 2. Polestar says 

the 3 will slot in between 1 and 2 in terms of pricing and 

production volume. Expect the Polestar 2 in 2020 and the 

Polestar 3, which will be the first vehicle to be built on the 

next generation of Volvo’s SPA architecture, in 2021. AM

The high-
performance 
hybrid 
Polestar 1 is 
expected to be 
available “by 
subscription” 
and possibly 
for sale in  
mid-2019 for a 
starting price 
of $150,000.

(and won’t be until 2019). Although the new chemistry  isn’t 

considered revolutionary, it has been developed to further 

increase power density. 

But it’s not all about the powertrain when it comes to 

the Polestar 1’s overall performance envelope. The car 

will be the first model in the Geely-Volvo group to use 

a carbon-fiber structure that includes all “major body 

parts.” The result? A weight savings of some 506 pounds 

over what the car would weigh if it were made from steel, 

a 45 percent increase in torsional rigidity, and a lower 

center of gravity. Thanks to all that the carbon fiber and 

its dual-powertrain setup, the Polestar 1 offers a decidedly 

performance-oriented 48/52 percent front/rear weight 

balance. Another first for the group is the Polestar 1’s use 

of the rear electric motors to enable true torque vectoring. 

Despite the extensive use of carbon fiber, the Polestar 1 

is underpinned by Volvo’s Scalable Product Architecture, 

which also forms the basis for the S90 and XC90. Even 

on a shared architecture, Polestar’s unique requirements 

mean about 50 percent of the Polestar 1’s components 

are unique to the Polestar brand. Compared to the S90, 

the Polestar 1 is also very different dimensionally. It’s 25.5 

inches shorter, including 12.6 inches removed from the 

wheelbase and another 7.9 inches taken out of the rear 

overhang for sportier proportions. 

Not a first is the use of Öhlins dampers in the 

suspension—something Polestar has done for years. But 

the Polestar 1 will be the first car in the world to feature… 

Öhlins’ Continuously Controlled Electronic Suspension 

(CESi). This system uses an electronically controlled 

valve to monitor road and driver inputs, acting within  

2 milliseconds to adjust damping for optimal behavior. The 

CESi system also allows for driver-selected modes, though 

Polestar hasn’t yet revealed which modes might be offered 

or how they’ll modify the ride and handling characteristics. 

P R O G R E S S
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Weren’t you supposed to play 

baseball?

JN: It’s probably my dad who said 

I was a good baseball player. I 

don’t think I was a bad player, but 

I didn’t start growing until 17, so I 

was always behind. But I always 

wanted to race go-karts. My dad 

caved when I was 13. We searched 

for a kart track near Nashville. New 

Castle Motorsports Park in Indiana 

was the closest place—300 miles 

one way. We raced there from 

when I was 13 to 15. 

Were you naturally quick 

immediately?

JN: [In karts and then Skip Barber 

racing], it was a matter of getting 

my confidence. In motorsports 

you have to have a little bit of 

confidence in yourself to be good. 

I didn’t really naturally have that; 

when I first drove a go-kart, I felt 

overwhelmed. Three, four races 

into karting, I started finding my 

rhythm. I could kind of naturally 

understand how to go through a 

corner and maximize each part 

of the corner. I started gaining 

confidence, and then I was good  

at it. Same when I got into cars.  

I wrecked in my first weekend. I 

was not confident in myself. Then I 

went out the next day and won. 

Does your rise since then  

seem meteoric?

JN: The junior stuff all happened 

quickly. I only raced in the junior 

series in cars for about four 

years. … Winning at the Formula 

Ford Festival in ’08 was a great 

opportunity through the Team 

USA scholarship, and it gets you 

some notoriety. I then went to the 

European side for a couple of years 

until I ran out of funding. Came 

home, one year of Indy Lights, won 

the championship, and then—

boom!—to the professional level. 

Then to finally get in a position 

where you can win a championship, 

that took six years. It was more of 

a grind.

How did you integrate so well 

into Team Penske?

JN: I think I was absolutely 

prepared for the opportunity. I’d 

had five years in IndyCar before. 

Plugging me into Penske was more 

a matter of how was I going to 

adapt. The big changes were the 

setups, the philosophy of the way 

they drove the car, trying to learn 

where they were good and why 

they were good. I learned a whole 

different way to set up the car, a 

whole different way to drive  

the car. 

What was that difference?

JN: When I first drove the Penske 

car, it was very uncomfortable. 

That’s just a personal thing. A lot 

of that’s just down to the way the 

setup is, the way they run their 

damper program. I just had to 

learn to become comfortable with 

the car and adjust things within 

my driving style and within their 

setup, and I just kind of became 

comfortable with everything. 

Who is the toughest 

competitor you’ve faced?

JN: Scott Dixon is right at the top. 

I would put Will Power very, very 

equal with him, and I’d put Simon 

Pagenaud very equal, too. Those 

three are the most difficult to beat 

week in and week out. 

Who’s the best you’ve raced 

that no one’s ever heard of ?

JN: Oh, man. Great question. I 

don’t know if I’ve seen anyone that 

just had ungodly talent that never 

made it. A couple of guys kind of 

fell off the grid. ... I thought this 

guy [in Formula Ford], Graham 

Carroll, was really good, really,  

really talented. 

If you could drive any race car? 

JN: The ’94 Penske-Mercedes Indy 

car, “The Beast.”

What was your first road car?

JN: The first street car I ever drove 

was a Mercury Mountaineer. I 

had a ’94 Cadillac Eldorado that 

my grandfather had. The first car 

I ever purchased was my black 

BMW M4. It was a play off my 

dream car as a kid, a black E46 M3. 

When they came out with the E92, 

I didn’t really like that. 

Worst road car you ever drove?

JN: Probably the Eldorado! It 

sounded the worst, but it was 

also a great car in its own way. 

It was a couch rolling down the 

street. It was the sloppiest vehicle 

I’ve ever driven as far as, like, the 

suspension feel. That’s why I think 

of it as a La-Z-Boy going down  

the road.

Where do you see yourself in 

five years?

JN: Oh, man. Hopefully still in 

racing. I think in today’s age this is 

a little bit harder to sell, but back 

in the ’60s and ’70s doing multiple 

forms of motorsports was normal. 

I would love to do some F1. I’d love 

to run IndyCar more. I’d like to try 

NASCAR. I’d like to run sports cars. 

Seeing myself in five years, I hope 

I get a crack at a lot of different 

forms of motorsports and find 

some success in a lot of them. AM
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JOSEF  
NEWGARDEN

2017 VERIZON INDYCAR  

SERIES CHAMPION

by M A C  M O R R I S O N

The 

End

N A S H V I L L E ,  T E N N E S S E E , 

native Josef Newgarden, 27, won 

four races and finished nine times 

in the top three during the 2017 

Verizon IndyCar Series season, 

his sixth year competing at the 

pinnacle of American open-wheel 

racing. Notably, it was the affable 

Newgarden’s first year driving for 

the always-front-running Team 

Penske-Chevrolet organization, 

an opportunity he seized to 

become the first American IndyCar 

champion since Ryan Hunter-Reay 

accomplished the feat in 2012. 

With IndyCar steadily increasing 

its once almost-forgotten 

presence on the U.S. racing scene, 

Newgarden has established himself 

firmly as one of the faces of the 

current series—and the future.
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*Split Bench Seat Package increases passenger capacity from 7 to 8 and is an available option.  

©2018 INFINITI.

EVERY SEAT RULES.
There’s luxury for all in the new 2018 INFINITI QX80. With its commanding presence 

and sophisticated interior, it makes all 7 seats feel as important as the driver’s seat* . 





DRIVING MATTERS
®

2017 Mazda CX-5 Grand Touring available in Soul Red Crystal Metallic.

“EXQUISITE”

-Joshua S., Hurst, TX

T H E  M A Z D A  C X - 5

How do you enhance the already bold, 

distinctive lines of the Mazda CX-5?

By crafting Soul Red Crystal Metallic,

a signature paint that achieves an

even higher level of energy and vividness. 

With one glance, Joshua had just one word 

to describe it all. Why do we create such 

alluring details? Because Driving Matters. 


